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Scamman reconsiders ·
•3 million budget cut
By Don Burnett
A proposal to cut the Univer-

No injuries· were reported, but much looting was, after seven cars of a B & M freight train derailed Jn Madbury Sunday. (Paul Keegan photo)

sity System of New Hampshire•·s
budget by $3.1 million is being reconsidered following the discovery of a .$1.2 million oversight.
University System Budget Director Edward Smith says he has
also informed state Rep. Douglas
Scamman (R-Stratham) , the proposal ·s sponsor, ot a .. m1scomputation" involving another $1
million.
.ithough Scamman has not
withdrawn the proposal from review by the joint committee of
conference which is now seeking
answers to the current state budget crisis, he says he must clarify
some " things" in the University
. budget before taking any action.
Smith says he first heard of
Scamman 's proposal last week.
Smith said he called Scamman
for a list of his computations. " I
then went over his figures and
wrote him a letter saying, 'Doug,

Thousands of looters steal grain ·
from derailed B&M freight train
By
Gary
~anger
Jerry Desmarais

·and · · Joade,d with

No arrests were made when
Boston ~nd Maine (B&M) Railroad P?hce cl~ared lo~te_rs from
a derailed freigh! tram m Ma?bury at 6 p.m. Sunday, according
to B&M of Public Relations
Director Gloria Stone. ·
Seven of the train's 58 cars
derailed "near the gravel pit in
Madbury at no6n, Saturday,"
accordin~ to Stone. - ·
She said 300 feet of track were
damaged .
St9ne said one of the cars w{ls

110 tons .of sbeJlec
corn. The other cars were empty
she said.
'
There were no injuries in the
accident, which, Stone said, "is
under investigation."
Henry Gintovt, owner of Cyclomaster Manufacturing Co. on Rt.
155 in Madbury and an eyewitness to the accident said "The
looting has gone on c~ntinu~usJy "
since the crash.
'
q-intovt said his property,
which borders the site of the
crash, was damaged by the
l~oters and railroad repairmen.

Gintovt said people 'started
t_aking grain from the overturned
car soon after the accident.
"There were 2,000 to 3,000 people
there by Saturday evening," he
said.
.
.
Madbury Police Chief George
Taylor said he went to the site
of the accident at 12:05 p.m.
on Saturday. "We cleared away
some looters, then the repair
workers came and told us the
B~M Police would be down,"
said Taylor.
.
Taylor said the Madbury Police
returned to the site at 11 a.m.

Sunday morning, and "B&M
<officials) still hadn't shown up."
"We cleared out the looters
then, and again later in the afternoon," said Taylor. He said the
B&M police "showed up at 6 p.m.
Sunday and secured the area."
"I guess word got around and
everyone thought the grain was
free , but it wasn't," said Taylor.
He said "a lot of the grain"
was taken from the' car. Stone
said B&M does not know how
Looters, page 13

here's where I. differ ,' " says
Smith.
Scamman based his computation of the proposal on a House
Appropriations
Committee
hearing held in Concord last
month. University System Chancellor Bruce Poulton, presented
the System 's budget request at
that hearing held in Concord last
month.
Scamman says Poulton did not
include the $1 .2 million in the budget hearing. " There was no mention of the $1.2 million at the appropriations committee hearing,"
he says . Scamman says he will ·
. check the transcripts of the committee hearing to verify this .
Smith, however, says the $1.2
million was listed in the University's budget request in October,
1976. The money was requested
''to meet the demands of increased enrollment" at the System's fortr colleges, says Smith.
Smith cites the expansion of the
Merrimack Valley College in
Manchester as an example of the
· use of this money.
He says the other $1 million,
which was to be cut, was money
saved from last year's budget.
Smith says those savings came
from a minimum of maintenance
work on University buildings.
Poulton says the proposed budget reduction is "totally inappropriate." He says, "It's unfair to
the students. It would shift th,e
financial responsibility from the
state to the students."
Rep. Scamman says much the
same thing. He was told last week
a $3 million budget cut might
mean a $200 tuition increase for
· in-state students at UNH .
"Two hundred dollars is a lot
of money,'' Scammon says. ·'The
students shouldn't ha ve to pay an
increase under any circumstances.''

Amid crates and confusion,
the Food Co-op gets its start
The large size of the co-op has
Huge crates of vegetables, . caused it to be hectic this year.
dairy foods and breads are According to Steve Panish,
strewn about the room. People Chairman of a co-op committee,
dart back and forth, measuring "TTNH is a raw co-op as far as
beans, stuffing heads of lettuce they go. It -has many new members that don't know-what's going
into bags and cutting up fish.
One student lying on the floor on yet, which makes things difmumbles, "My eyes are going to ficult the first few weeks."
,Panish and Vari Fleet run
fall out any second now from
around dealing with newcomers
reading order forms .''
The UNH Food Co-op began its to tne co-op. Panish tries to stem
third year of operation yesterday the flow of people into the room
in the Granite State room of the before the food is laid out. He
Memorial
Union
Building hangs posters announcing the formation of a Grain Committee,
CMUB).
This year the co-op is the lar- signs people up for various comgest it has been. According to Jim mittees, and rents a truck in the
Van Fleet, Head Coordinator of course of one hour.
Carol Serventinick, a UNH
the co-op, "40 to 50 new members
are join_ing each week." Member- junior, says, "I didn't think it
would be this large this year. It
ship is now over 200 students.

By Judi Paradis

would be different if it were
smaller,. not necessarily better,
but the people would be closer."
The co-op is run to offer an
alternate to large food distributors and offer better quality food
at a lower price.
Some members, such as
Panish, joined for the "philosophy of the co-op as much as
the practicality. " Others are not
as idealistic about the co-op. ,
"I joined last year . for
economic reasons," says Joe
Halls berg as he munches on a few
grapes. "It's cheaper than Shop
& Save, or if you prefer Shop &
Steal. Right now I'm into fruits
as opposed to potato chips. And
the food here is very fresh. It's ~
Co-op, page 5

INSIDE
Lessard
Rep. Leo Lessard
says the state legislature won't pass a budget this year. He also
predicts a "healthy"
rise in in-state tuition.
For details turn to
page two.

Art
There is an excellent
art exhibit at the New
England Center put
on by NH women artists. The media and
themes vary, but nature dominates the
show. Read the review on page 10.

Football
It's four in a row now
for the UNH Wildcats,
after they squeaked
by the University of
Connecticut Saturdav.
42-7. For the stories
and pictules, see
pages 15 and_16.
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News Briefs
Pass/fail
The Academic Standards Committee has extended the deadline ·
to opt for pass / fail until Friday, Oct. 7, according to Associate
Registrar James Wolf. The deadline had been posted as
Sept. 23 . It was extended because the University Senate
passed a re~olution last spring calling for the pass / fail deadline
to be moved up two weeks to coincide with the drop/add
deadline. The change was not recorded in the time/ room
schedule.
"The extension will be for this semester only," Wolf said.
"The deadline was extended because there was a lot of confusion
about it. About 15 kids every day were asking about it.
Some were petitioning deans . Now anyone can change courses
to pass / fail until Friday."
I\

Lessard predicts ·1egislature
will not ·pass budget in '7 7

Trespassil)g
Two UNH students were arrested and charged with trespassing on Boston and Maine Railroad property near the
Mini-dorms last week, according to UNH Police Lt. Paul Ross.
Ross said sophomore Gregory Letier , of Englehardt Hall
ana ::,opnomore ;susan Brown
nt uevme Hall were cnargect
with criminai frespass after their arrest on September 28.
"Criminal trespassing is a misdemeanor. The penalties are
a maximum fine of $1,000 and/ or up to one year in jail,"
said Ross .
Leiter and Brown declined to comment. They are scheduled
to appear in Durham District Court on Friday, October 7
at 9:00 a.m.

Stevens
Vice Provost for Student Affairs Richard Stevens is back at
work after a four month sick leave .
Stevens left UNH May 2 with a serious case of mononucleosis
and hepatitis . He returned September 19 and will be working half
days for the next.few weeks .
"By the end of August I was itching to get back to work," he
said this week. "Bu't for most of the summer I was feeling so rotten I had no desire to have anything to do with work. "
Stevens is administrator for seven areas of student services.
Thev include Residential Life/Dining, Counseling and Testing,
Career Planning and Placement;-Financial Aid, He~lth Servi~es,
Memorial Union Building (MUB ) and tbe Dean of Students Office.
While Stevens was recuperating this summer MUB Director J.
Gregg Sanborn and other members of his staff took over his
duties.
·
"Greg and the rest of the staff made a lot of sacrifices and took
on extra chores while I was out," Stevens said. "That prevented
me from having a desk full of work waiting for me when I got
back." - ·

Snioking lounge
A computer terminal is being installed by the UNH service department in the second floor smoking lounge of Dimond Library,
according to the University Librarian Don Vincent.
The lounge has been closed since the beginning of the fall semester and will remain closed for another one to two weeks,
Vincent said.
Two-thirds of the smoking lounge will be reopened to students,
and seating capacity will remain about the same, he said.
Vincent said library workers will use the terminal for the input
of book ordering and serial data.
"
The library petitioned to have the work completed before the
start of the semester, Vincent said, buf the Service Department
has been too busy to complete the work.
The vending machine room in the library is open this semester
after a temporary closi_pg last spring.
Jeff Eldrege, staff supervisor at the library, said students have
been more cooperative about keeping food in the room.
A "Smoke Eater" recently added to the room works similarly
to an electric bug killer in keeping the air free of smoke, he said.
Loan Librarian, Betty Hepler said the janitorial staff all over .
campus has been cut, but the room will stay open unless the litter
problems of last spring reoecur.
She said it costs $5,000 a year to maintain the current student
·
monitor program in the room. ·
"Of course it's too early to know what will happen," she said,
'-'But it do~s seem that the students are being more cooperative
this year.''

Grievances
President Eugene Mills will meet today with members of the
University operating staff to discuss grievances and work conditions. The meeting will be in the Johnson Theater at 2 p.m.
Most of the University's 900 staff members are expected to
attend, according to Richard.,,Sherman, a worker in the Service
Department.
"There are a lot of things going on here that shouldn't go
on much longer," Sherman said. "There are professional people
working here who are making $3.50 an hour. These are plumbers
and electricians, who make much more than that if they have to
come to your home.''
Sherman said many members of the operating staff were concerned with working conditions and pay scales, and that they
hope the meeting with Mills would b,e productive.
,.,..
"We don't hold anything against President Mills," Sherman
said. "He's working with a limited amount of dollars and he's
trying to please everyone. We just hope that we can clear the air
ai1d maybe make some progress through this meeting ."

•

The weather

The National Weather service predicts light rain for today,
partially clearing in the afternoon. Wednesday should be mostly
sunny with temperatures in the 60s.

Leo Lessard

By Jayne Sears
State Rep. Leo Lessard (DDover) said yesterday he . believes the New Hampshire legislature will not pass a budget before January of 1978, at theearliest.
Lessard said factional disagreements within the legislature have been the cause of its inability to pass a budget this year.
House
Minority
Leader
Christopher Spiro (D-Manchester) said h~ holds hopes that the
legislature will pass a budget this
year. He said the budget will not
meet the needs of the citizens of
New Hampshire.
· Spiro said if an adequately
funded bude:et is oassed this
year,· it will "postpone the
inevitable and will not serve to
solve the problems of the state.
'The Republicans have crel;!ted economic chaos and now

'they are stuck with it," said
Spiro.
·According to Lessard, the conservative members of the legislature want to pass a $400 million
state budget and cut state_, servic~s, while moderate members
of th~ legislature think a $240 million budget is needed to adequately fund state agencies.
Lessard said if a state budget is
not passed, UNH will continue to
6e funded as it has been--on a con,tinuing budget resolution at last
year's spending levels.
"I have no doubt that there will
be a healthy in-state tuition increase next semester," said Lessard. "I think that $200 is a con-

i ~Prv~thrP fignrP

if WP rlnn't h.:::ivp

, a state budget. There may be an
increase even with a budget if the
COI!Servatives get their way.
Lessard, page 7

UNH registrar expects
$25,000 in late fees
By Gary Langer
The registrar's office expects
to collect nearly $25,000 in late
add and 'drop feeoi this year,
according to Registrar Stephanie
Thomas.
The fee is $10 for each late
add or drop .
Assistant · Controller Thomas
Harvey said the money goes to
the "general Universit-y re·serves, from where it is allocated
to departments to meet their
expenditures."
Harvey said the University
collected $30,781 in late drop and
add fees last year:
Thomas said the 18 credit preregistration limit started this
year will decrease the number
of late adds and drops.
"We expect about a 20 per
cent drop from last year," she
said.
There are no clear figures on
how much of the money is profit
for the University~
Thomas said it costs her office
"about $150 per semester" to
process late adds and drops.
H~rvey said "there is no expense in processing late adds
and drops as far as the business
office is concei:ned."
Eric Lindquist, project. leader
for student information services,
said Computer Services "has no
statistics to estimate the cost"
of producing and processing late
adds and drops.

"If we did not have deadlines
and fees, it would cost us around
$6,000 to $7,000 more in people
hours," said Thomas. "The fee
compresses the cost into the first
two to three weeks of classes,
when adds and drops are free.''
Wolf said there were 150 late
drops the week following the free
drop period, which ended September 16. He said there were
160 late adds in the week following the free add deadline of
September 23.
"We had 6,800 free drops
during the two-week free drop
period and 11,800 free adds
during the three-week free add
period,'' he said.
Wolf said "It seems there has
been a cut in late drops and adds
this year.''
. Wolf said an average of 100
late adds and 150 to 200 late
drops come in until midsemester.
After midsemester (October 25)
a withdrawal grade is recorded
·
for late drops. "We av_er~ge 700 drops the
week before midsemester," said
Wolf, <"and around 20 a week
after that."
He said late adds after the
first few weeks of classes are
rare, "because a student has
missed all that material in
class."
The money collected in late
fees jumped from $13,939 for the
1974-75 school year to $26,500 for

Stephanie Thomas

~

the 1975-76 year, accQrding to
Harvey.
Thomas said the increase was
the result of the late add fee,
which began in the fall of 1975.
"It seems that late adds have
dropped a little because of the
fee," said Wolf. He said no study
has been done to see if the fee
has cut down the number of late
adds.
Thomas said lhe late fee was
established about seven years
ago.
Wolf said the University
1'.rustees set the fees at $10
"because they wanted it to be ,
high enough so people won't
ignore it.
"We need people to add and
drop on time so we can have
an accurate count of how many
Late Fees, page 7

Stµ~eri.t charged with DWI;,
claims officer struck him
UNH Police Sergeant Earle
By Rick Tompkins
Luke said, "There is no punch inA UNH student charged yesterdicated in ·the police report.''
day he was struck by a Durham
Durham and UNH police had
police officer following his arrest
. for driving while intoxicated Sun- · no comment on the case other
than the official police report.
day night.
, "I told the police that Andy
Michael Smith, 18, of 432 Stoke
Hall, )Vas arrested in the parking fell off the bike," said Smith, "belot of Stoke Hall after Andrew cause that's what I thought hapSpaulding, 19, of 309 Sawyer Hall, pened. But people who saw it said
fell off the motorcycle Smjth was Andy was off the bike and
grabbed onto the sissy bar when I
driving.
Spaulding was admitted to went to park it. They said .he was
Dover's ·
Wentworth-Douglass thrown forward and hit the
Hospital with a concussion. He is ground."
Smith said he and Spaulding
reported to be in stable condition.
Smith charged he was struck in fell down as they left the parking
the mouth by Patrolman Edward lot "and Andy hit his head against a van and then hit the
Levesque in the Durham Police ground."
Station. H~ did not say if he will
-Smith referred to Spaulding
press charges.
and himself as "staggering
Levesque was not available for drunks. "
comment:
Smith said he called for an am" Officer Levesque hit me in the bulance. When the police arrived
mouth with a right cross. My lip · Smith said he told them Spaulding
was cut and · swoll~n," Smith · fell off his motorcycle. He was
charged.
told by Durham Police Patrol-

man Scott Fuedman he was under arrest, Smith said. No
charges were filed against
Spaulding.
Smith said he was brought to
the Durham Police station and
asked to take a breathalyzer test.
Smith said he wanted an officer
to take the test first "to see if it
was rigged."
Luke said the police report describes Smith as '.'swearing and
violent."
Smith charged that he was
pushed by Fuedman. "I told him,
'Don't do it again,' " Smith said.
"Then Levesque came up ·to me
and hit me in the mouth," he
charged.
Smith charged that Levesque
used more force than was necessary to put handcuffs on him.
"My shoulder still hurts," he
said.
Smith said his bloody, swollen
lip is evident in the mug shot the
police took.

PAGE THREE
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Students split on Moon film showing

Ian Wilson

By D~na Jennings
and sophomores, while the seniors and one · sophomore
In a poll of 40 UNH students, - majority of students opposed to oppose it.
20 said they are in favor of
the presentation are juniors and
Peter Mason, a sophomore
allowing the New Hampshire
seniors.
from Lovell, Maine, typifies the
office of Rev. Sun Myung Moon's
The Collegiate Association for student who thinks the UnificaUnification Church to show a
the Research of Principles tion Church should be allowed
movie in the Memorial Union
(CARP), a Unification Church to show a film in the MUB.
Building (MUB), while 20 were
Affiliate, was active as a student "The Unification Church should
against the film's being shown.
organization at UNH during the be able to show a film. They
Charles Wheeler, director of
1974-75 school year. CARP left can't deny one group's rights.
the church in New Hampshire,
UNH amid charges of harass- They can't show bias," said
asked permission to show the ment, brainwashing, and kidnap- · Mason.
Laurie Thacker, a junior from
film "The Reverend Moon in ping.
America" in the MUB during the
Today's seniors were at UNH Warwick, R.I., typifies antifirst or second week of October.
as freshmen _during the CARP Unification Church feeling on
Acting Vice Provost for Student
controversy, and this year's campus. Warwick said, "rdon't
Affairs J. Gregg Sanborn said
juniors came to UNH the year think the film should be shown. I
he will make a decision on the
after the issue.
·
don't think Rev. Moon is out to
request sometime this week.
Eighteen fr~shmen and sopho- help.anyone but himself." - ·
Most of the students who favor
mores and two juniors favor the
The major concern of the pro- the film's showing are freshmen
proposal. Nineteen_ juniors and· film students is the rights of the

Wilson
proposes
funding
change ·

•

By Dott Matott

Kennard is recommended
as department chairwoman

Jean Kennard

Moon, page 12

Police to initiate
•
•
crime prevention

By Janet Prince
Memorial Union Student
Organization (MUSO) President
Ian Wilson has proposed to a-=
mend the guidelines ·for money
m me :i,10,000 programming fund
to pay the salary of a MUSO
printing director.
The proposal has been tabled
by the Student Caucus until next
Jim O'Neill
Sunday's meeting.
Wilson wants to add a ninth
full-time position to the MUSO says Wilson,- "we feel it's occur if this money was not
Board of Governors and pay a necessary for someone else to available.
student $400 a year to direct the help pay for this.,,.
' 'The programs should be of inprinting service.
The programming fund has terest to as many students as
The position was overlooked traditionally come from Student possible. SAT organizations }:iave
last year when MUSO created Activity
other sources of revenue they can
Tax
(SAT)
their 1977-78 budget, according to overages-money collected by go to."
Wilson. He says the position is the treasurer of the University in
SAT organizations can take a
"educational for one student" but excess of budgeted estimates of loan from the Associated Student
important for MUSO as a the undergraduate enrollment.
Organization (ASO) or from
programming organization to
another SAT organization. They
Student
Caucus
has-jurisdiction
sufficiently publicize events.
for allocating funds. This also have Past Year Reserves
MUSO has the only student run procedure was established by·
(PYR) ano savings accounts.
printing service at UNH. Seventy the University Board of Trustees
Wilson says -approximately
per cent of its business comes in June, 1976.
$1,000 . remains in a MUSO
from student organization and
According to the guildelines, a savings account. MUSO does not
o~her University affiliates.
any PYRs.
member of an SAT organization have
''There are other alternatives,'.'
According to Wilson, the ser- is not eligible for use of the funds. says Wilson, "but $1,000 is less
vice has grown in the past two
Student Body President Jim
years and is self-supporting. It is O'Neill says the programming than adequate to withstand
damages and equipment repair
aJso non-profit making. The print- fund was not established to pay
the organization may encouning equipment is valued at _salaries. "There are plenty of
ter."
$10,000. Last year a -part-time students who work like crazy in
"If somethirig breaks down,
printer was paid a 15 per cent non-SAT organizations and don't
we'll have to take a larger loan
commission.
get paid," says O'Neill. ''This from ASO," he says. "I'm
''Since so much of our business money is for programming hesitant about taking money
is for student organizations," events that would not normally from savings."

By Rosalie Davis
English Professor Jean Kennard has been recommended to

Unification Church. "The film
should be shown. There has to be
-religious freedom. I don't think
fear is a reason to keep a group
off campus," said Brad Fletcher,
a sophomore from Laconia.
Students against the film are
concerned with CARP's activities
at UNH four years ago and the affiliation between CARP and the
Unification Chruch. "I'd rather
not see them on campus, but we
do run into legal implications.
They proved themselves dangerous to the University community three years ago," said
senior Steve Canavan, president
ot the Student Committee on Popular Entertainment (SCOPE).

_be the next English Department

Chairperson, according to outgoing Chairman Donald Murray.
Murray said the English
Department made its recommendation to Dean of Liberal ArArts Allan Spitz last week.
Spitz has not yet officially appointed Kennard to the post.
''I am certain she will be the
next chairperson,'' said M_u rray . .
According to Kennard, this will
be the first time a woman has
chaired the English Department
if she is appointed by Spitz.
Spitz was not available for
comment, and Kennard declined
to comment further.
Murray has held the post for
two and one half years_. ''The
change is a normal rotating
policy,'' he said.
Murray said Kennard "is a fine
scholar and a superb teacher that
I'm pleased to be associated
with."
Eng!ish professor Thomas
- Carnacelli said ~ "I think she will
be well liked and well respected.''
The . English Department

recommends chairpersons by acclamation, according to Murray.
James Smith, associate dean of
liberal arts~ said, "The deR_artment does internal, informal consideration and faculty members
cire also _interviewed by Dean
Spitz on their choice. It is a highly
den\ocra tic process.''
After Spitz appoints his choice,
Vice Provost of Academic Affairs
David Ellis recommends the appointee to President Eugene
Mills and final approval is by the
Board of Trustees. Only then is
nomination complete.
The appointment becomes official when the Dean announces
the appointment, according to
Smith. He said "It is very rare
that the Dean doesn't appoint the
faculty's choice."
"We have had no official word
of the Dean's appointment," said
Murray. "I have no idea when the
appointment will be official.'' Murray said he has "no comment" on his term as chairman.
"I don't see any reason for
looking back,'' he said. _

A UNH Crime Prevention Program will be started next month,
according to UNH Police Patrolwoman Susan Cartier .
"Most police agencies focus OHintercepting and apprehending
criminals. This program will deal
with stopping the crime before it
happens," Cartier said.·
Cartier, who is in charge of the
program, said she does not know
how much it will cost. "The cosj,
will be low,'' she said.
Cartier said, "Hopefully all the
police officers will be involved in
the program, though it (their involvement)may be low-keyed."
Cartier saiq the program
should increase the reporting of
crimes on campus, a greater awareness of personal and properDavid Flanders
ty safety, an identification system for students and University colleges and universities and we
personnel, and a "tight key auth- hope to start on the areas that
orization system."
need immediate protection.
"Dorm and parking lot security
will receive the highest priority,"
"We are focusing
Flanders said.
The number of thefts on camon the victims,
pus has gone down in the past ·year;
but ttie amount of vandalism and
criminal mischief has increased,
not t[ie criminals."
according to Cartier.
Sophomore Donald Manuel
Cartier said the program will said he does not see crime as a
provide literature, exhibits, and major problem on campus.
lectures to students.
"I think that the security sys''Some people don't realize that tem h~re is good. I live in Area I,
they can report any strange peo-, and feel safe,'' Manuel said.
ple walking around their dorm.
Sophomore Donald Kadlik said
We want the student to become ahe
thinks a crime prevention proware of what they can do to program will npt 'fOrk.
tect themselves." Cartier said.
"Many p~ple are too busy to
The ID system would require
to such lectures. I think that
all students and f?culty to have go
the money should be spent on
their UNH IDs with them at all
times. This would aid -the police physical aids like bolt locks,"
.
in quickly identifying suspicious Kadlik S?id.
Junior Tom Lutz said that he
people on campus, Cartier said.
would attend the lectures if they
Cartier _ said the program were interesting.
should result in a decrease in arCartier said that part of her
rests.,
budget will be used to improve
"If there is less crime there
the locks on doors. "But the locks
should be less arrests. The pro- ar -no good if the students forget
gram is victim oriented. We are
to use them," Cartier said. Cartfocusing on the victims; not the
ier visited UMass·, Northeastern,
criminals," she said.
Tufts, and MIT to gather informCartier said Director of Public ation to aid her in making a plan
Safety David Flanders asked her forUNH.
to start the program.
''I just came back from North''This program 1s part of a pro- eastern and they have bars on the
gressive
police
department windows in the dorms.
movement that is spreading a"The students are happy to see
round the country. The police departments are _b~i~g changed to policemen walking around in
public safety d1v1s10ns: Th_ey are their halls because they know
engaging in a pro-active rather they are being protected." Cartthan reactive emphasis on ier said . .
crime,'' Cartier said.
She said all of these schools im"We hope to implement a plemented crime prevention promeaningful program," said Flan- grams because their crime rate
was so high.
ders .
Cartier has no figures on the
He said Cartier ''is· reviewing
the current _statistics from ome1 costs of those programs.
~
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UNH· sororities

Sidore lecture series
pens season tonight
•By Rosalie Davis

of programming since it began
Television news comentator twelve years ago and will proShana Alexander's speech to- bably continue to fund the
night marks the beginning of the series."
Sidore Lecture Series. .
The grant has been renewed
The keynote address of UNH's every year and is matched by
Women in Media symposium is UNH's unrestricted gift fund,
co-sponsored by the Sidore said Magidson. "None of the
series. according to Anita Dure!, money comes from the state or
chairman of the UNH Women's students, and all events are free
Commission.
and open to the public.
The Sidore Lecture Series is
"We usually spend about -$19,000
funded by the,, Saul 0. Sidore a year on the entire series," said
family, in honor of the late Saul Magidson.
0. Sidore, a Manchester industDavid Toma. the policeman
rialist .
·
whose. exploits the TV show "BaThe purpose of the series is retta '' is· based on will lecture
to inform students on important . next semester. The author of
and controversial issues, and to "Wall Street", Martin Mayer, is
David Magidson
let them decide ahd judge the lecturing on "Morality and Busiissues for themselves, according ness'' on Oct. 31.
· DNA for next spring," said Magto. Professor David Magidson,
The committee met for the first idson. "It's just an idea right
chairman of the Sictore com- time 1ast week to discuss future now, but it's a very controversial
mitl ee.
progr:::imming
suhiPC't ;:rnd one that students
l'lagidsoo said, ''The family
"We are very interested in sethas been pleased with the choice ting up a debate on recombinant . Lecture series, page 12

E ARN EXTRA MONEY
EARLY MORNING ROUTE CARRIERS

By Debby Gaul
Three of UNH's five sororities
are not allowing junior women to
rush this semester, according to
Pan Hellenic Council member
Sharon Croft, president of Alpha
Chi Omega .
The limit on juniors is designed
to solve the problem of imbalance
among academic classes in the
sororities, Croft said.
Houses which are not allowing
juniors to rush are Chi Omega,
Alpha Xi Delta (AZ) and Delta
Zeta . Alpha Chi and Phi Mu are
allowing a combined total of 13
juniors in their houses.
"The restrictions against
juniors are· a result of the
sororities .having ignored the Pan
Hellenic Council's limits of 65
sisters per house in the past,"
Croft said.
''There is also a rule which
aims at balancing the number of

•

The Boston Globe has openings
for morning home delivery
carriers. Established Routes

Apple·s and Cider!!

NEWMARKET&LEEAREAS

Are Back, At . . .

Liberal mileage allowance
_Economical car an advantage
Many customers prepay.
·

must limit juniors

~ e s Garrison Farni

call Mrs. La France at.-742-1578
Mon.-Fri. 8 a.m.-5 p.m.

sisters from each class to about
20," she said.
The Pan Hellenic Council is the
governing body for fraternities
and sororities on campus.
Croft said, "This imbalance,
wherein there aren't enough
sophomores to make up for graduating seniors, could reach the
point where a sorority may be
wiped out due to lack of support.''
In the past, houses have surpassed the 65 limit.
_
According to Croft, last spring
Alpha Chi had 92 sisters. •Forty
three graduated in May, and 49
sisters remain this semester.
Croft said, "The National PanHellenic Council strives to maintain a balance between classes in
each house because if there is a
mu~h larger number of seniors
than sophomores in a sorority, after

U1e l:)elJlun:, ~ntlludte tl!en!

will be fewer upper-class girls the
next year.
''When the number decreases
and if there aren't enough upcoming seniors to make up for the
graduates, the sorority could be
faced with financial problems
and lack of support."
Phi Mu has 27 sisters, according to Phi Mu member Lynn
Ross .
AZ has 71 memt?ers now, according to AZ Pan Hellenic Representative Jane Andrews. Andrews said 42 seniors will
graduate next semester, with 26
juniors and three sophomores to
. take their places.
Rush, page 14

McGEORGESCHOOLOFLAW
UNIVERSITY OF THE PACIFIC
Accredited: American Bar Association
Member - Association of
American Law Schools

SACRAME~TO, CALIFOR~IA
May 1, 1978 is appli cation deadline
for first year students seeking
Juris Doctor degree in 3-year Day
and 4-year Evening Program beginning
in September 1978.

Hearty Sandwiches & Complete
Dinners ... Good Variety -Imported
& Domestic Bottled Beers
Lunch and Dinner Daily
Banquet f ac1\ili es avail able:

Tavern Open Till Legal Closing ...

Master Charge • American Express

16 Third Street

Dover, N.H.

Pre-La"'v Discussion
FOR PROSPECTIVE STUDENTS

DATE:

TIME:

Mon. Oct.10

7:30p.m.

PLACE:
Spaulding Room 19

FOR APPOINTMENT
OR FURTHER INFORMATION

·DANCING

ACADEMIC
'RESEARCH

every Fri. & Sat. at the

CAPE NEDDICK
INN

ALL SUBJECTS
Fast, professional, and proven
quality. Choose from our library of •
7,000 topics. Send $1 .00 for the
current edition of our 220 page
,mail order catalog .

Rhythm & Blues

11322 IDAHO AVE., No. 206-E
LOS ANGELES, CALIF. 90025
(213) 477-8474

i

1

ruah my
Enclosed is $1.
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-
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From the Portsmouth Circle
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I

I City

! State
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prize $50.00 gift _certificate
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/ Address
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50' s Rock 'n' Roll By

Our research papers are sold for .
research purpe>ses only.
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5 min. drive

Folk Art Emporium
29 Main St.
Durham ·
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campus calendar

Food co-op
•
organizes

TUESDAY, October 4

Co-op
continued from page 1
not the ideal, intimate co-op yet.''
Van Fleet wanders between
empty crates and lettuce leaves
assigning tasks, answering questions, and trying to maintain order. Others stroll leisurely
among the heaps of food.

SYMPOSIUM. "Media Images: Focus on Women."
Through October 6. All meetings in the Memorial Union .

· The amount of' money students
can .save in the co-op depends
)arg_~ly on eating habits . Yogurt,
cpe.e se, grain, and produce are
up to 1/3 cheaper than supermarket prices.
The co-op handles-no " shitty
foods " at all, says Panish.
Panish cites "Kix, caramel
coated popcorn, and Doritos" as
examples of "shitty food."
The amount of-money students
can save also depends on the type
of membe~shio they choose
Non-.working members pay a 25
per cent mark-up on goods, while ·
The UNH Food Co-op held its organizational meeting
workjng members pay only 10 per
yesterday in the MUB (Ni~k Novick photo)
· cent. Working members are required to work at least 3 hours
per month. Everyone pays a five
dollar yearly membership fee .
The .co-op is experimenting
with dropping ·its matk-up
entirely on higher pric~d items,
such as dairy products, in order
to remain well below supermarket prices.
Members generally seem
pleased that they joined, in spi_te-·
of the work involved.
:Susan Sowers, a graduate student says, "I belonged to a co-op
in Wolfboro, but the food was not
nearly as cheap. They had no .
fresh vegetables or fish like they
have here."

Tues.-Wed. Scooter & the Red Wagon

Focus on Women: New Hampshire International Wom~n's
Year Art Show, New England Center Art Gallery, 9 a.m.8:30 p.m. Through October 7.
HUMANITIES LECTURE: "Greek Tragedy," Gilbert Davenport, Theater and Communication. Richards Auditorium,
Murkland Hall , 11 a .m.-12:30 p.m.
WOMEN'S FIELD HOCKEY : Bates, M~morial Field, 3 p.m .
WOMEN'S TENNIS: Bates, Field House courts, 3:30·.p.m .
Keynote address; Shana Alexander, well-k nown journalist,
author, and TV commentator, "60 M inutes_ ,·, Strafford
Room Memorial Union, 8-9:45 p .m.
MUB ~UB: -Film "Cocon~ts" with the ¥arx Brother, 7 and
9:30 p.m.

WEDNESDAY, October 5
M£N'S TBNNIS , Boot:on Univcr.:,Hy, I'ic_ld I I u u:,t

THURSDAY, October 6

Thurs. Full-Moon Review

FOCUS ON WOMEN: Film Workshop, Carroll-Belknap
R<:om, Memorial Union, 10-12 noon.

Fri.-Sat. Orrin Star & Gary Mehalick

· Food Co-op membership is still
open. Van Fleet wishes interested .
people to contact him at room
153A of the MUB.

L O U HS ,

1 p .m.
FOCUS ON WOMEN: Journalism Panel. Carro'll-Belknap
Room, M-emorial Union, 10 a.m,-12 noon.
FOCUS ON WOMEN: Television Panel. Carroll-Belknap
Room, Memorial Union, 1:30-3:30 p.m.
FOCUS ON WOMEN: Radio Panel.. Senate-Merrimack
Room, Memorial Union, 4-6 p.m.
FOCUS ON WOMEN: Film: "Antonia: A Portrait of the
Woman" by Judy Collins and Jill Godmilow. Granite State
. Room, Memorial Union, 8-10 p ;m.
RECITAL: Roxana Tourigny, Soprano, with Robert -Wal:· lace, pianist. Bratton Room, PCAC, 8 p.m.
MUB PUB: Robin Fields, female vocalist, folk, 8 p.m. Part
of the "Media Images" program.

plus Driveway Wilson

GRANDE ILLUSIONS: '"The Godfather, Part I," directed

by Francis Ford Coppola, •starring Marlon Brando, Al Pacino, and James Caan. _Strafford Room, Memorial Union, 7
and 10 p.m. Admis~ion 75 cents or MUSO F!lm Pass.
7

Complete Eyeglass Service

THE NEW HAMPSHIRE is published and dist.,ributed semi -week \'Y throughout the
academic year. Our offices are located in the Memorial Union auilding , Durham.
N.H. 03824. Phone 862-1124 or 8621490. Yearly subscription $9 00. Second class
postage paid at Durham , N.H . 'I!otal number ff copies printed 10.500. at Castle
Punli~<'tions.Plaistow,N .1-1
,
·

"*NEW PRESCRIPTIONS FILLED

,

*CURRENT PRESCRIPTIONS DUPLICATEP ·
*FRAMES REPLACED OR REP AIRED _
,\,LARGE SELECTION OF MODERN PRESCRIPTION AND

NON-PRESCRIPTION SUNW~AR
*SUN SENSITIVE COLORS -

..,

. FRANKLIN
THEATRE
Oct. 4

Tues. ONLY

1(FASHIONTINTS

6: 30-9: 10

*SAFETY EYEWEAR FOR LABS, PRESCRIPTION AND NON-PRESC:8,IPTION

.

,

~EST SELECTION OF FRAMES, COMPLETE RANGE OF
METAL, PLASTIC, AND THE NEWEST FRAME MATERIAL OPTYL

-''A BRIDGE-TOO FAR''
',.

Oct. 5

Wed.ONLY

°1f!HREE CERTIFIED OPTICIANS

'

6:30-8:30

~ASTER CHARGE AND-BAN* AME RICARD WELCOME

Ruth Gordon

Bud Cort

"HAROLD and MAUDE"

Take the UNH Kari-Van (Route A) to Oak and
Broadway, we're just around the corner on BROADWAY across from the Fire Station.

Thurs. - Fri. - Sat.

OR

Oct. fr-8

6:30-8:30

Use our Ample Parking Behind Dover Drug

The story of a winner

WHITEHOUSE OPTICIANS, IN~-~

G
_· ,c ~.. .·

WEATHER

~

Oo-nrll<uglluilding
68roodwly
Doffl,N.H.
Tel, 742-1744
8:30 - 5
ClONd Wed. : . .
Ax PRESCRIP~IONS FILLED OR OUPLICA~
INSTRUMENTS - BINOCULARS
SUNGLASSES
41llllllc:il

•----••CII

"ONE ON ONE"
Coming ... Allen Bates

"KING OF HEARTS"

I

-- GENERAL
STORY TIME FOR CHILDREN : For ages 31 2-5. No
registration necessary. Friday, October 7, Children's
Room. Library. 10 a.m . Each Friday through November
-1.

FO'.\'D UE DJNNER : Sponsored by the Foreign Language Mini Dorm . Thursday, October 6, at 6 p.m. Come
sarnr our cheese fondues and our chocolate dessert fondue. Bring a friend anq your own ,beverage. Tickets mav
-bf> purchased October 4, in the French office, Murk- '
land Hall.
ITALIAN LUNCHEON : Conversation, coffee. and sandwfches . Tuesdays. 12 noon. And, Italian Coffee Hour
Wednesdays. 4 p.m. Murkland Hall , Room 102B . Open to
all who wish to practice their language skills.
LEARN THE HISTORY OF UNH: The University Museum is now open on Tuesdays and Thursdays from 10
a .m.-3 p.m .. second floor , Field House. rooms 217
through 222. Visitors are welcome.

ACADEMIC & SCHOLARSHIP
THE SAMUEL WESLEY POWELL, JR. and BEVERLY SWAIN POWELL SCHOLARSHIP FUND: The fund
is to provide financial assistance in the amount of $1,000
annuallv to a full-time undergraduate student enrolled
at UNH. The recipient must have a financial need, a
.:,ati.:, fa c tory a. c adc n'l ic record, and mu.:,t ha v e c x p r c,:,,:,cd

an interest in public service. Applicants must also
have a Parents· Confidential Statement or Student Financial Statement on file with Financial Aids prior to
June I. 1977. and they must submit a typed statement expressing an interest in public service ~nd a listing of related activities to the Financial Aid Office by October 7,
1977.
NEEDED: One undergraduate student and one graduate student to serve on the Natural Areas Committee
which acts as advisory to the Vice Provost for Academic
Affairs and which is responsible for ·policy regarding
u niversity natural areas , including College Woods . Conta ct Dr. Borror. Room 203, Spaulding Hall , 862-2107 .
TUTORING F OR ENGI NEERS: Sponsored by Tau

Beta Pi. Open to all engineering students for help in engineering and basic science courses . Weekly ses~ions on
Tuesdays. starting.October 4, in Kingsbury , Room 221,
from 7-9 p.m.

Answers

To

CA'REER
THE SMITHSONIAN-PEACE CORPS ENVIRONMENTAL PROGRAM: Mr. Barry Christenson will speak on
opportunities for participation in the program on Thursday, October 6, James Hall, 2 p.m . Color slides will also
be shown . All interested are welcome.

Collegiate
Crossword -

RESUME WRITING WORKSHOP : Learn job-getting
techniques at Career Planning and Placement, 203 Huddleston. Thursday, October 6 at 6:30 p.m.

CLUBS AND 'ORGANIZATIONS
_JURIS QUAESITOR: Do you have something to say about the controversies surrounding equal opportunityJ
the right to be heard, snob zoning, or the myriad of day- .
to-day issues involving your rights as a citizen? "Juris
Quaesitor," UNI-J's legal · publication needs you. If
you're interested in writii,g an article, a book review,
working on the staff or illustrating, contact Gaye Wagner, Student Press, Room 153, Memorial Union, 862-2486
or 868-5137.
TESSERACT SCIENCE FICTION ORGANIZATION:
Meeting, Tuesday, October 4, Grafton Room, Memori;ll
Union, 8: 30 p.m . SForum collating and regular meeting .
AEGIS: The deadline for the fall issue is Friday , October 21. Please submit your fiction , poetry, whatever, to
Student Press, Room 153, Memorial Union.

CLUBS~ORTS
RACQUETBALL: Important meeting for all members.
Thursday, October 6, Room 37, Field House, 8 p .m.
Come dressed to play.

lamprey tavern
and ·restaurant
L\JNCH . .. it doesn't
always have to be the same.
Our excitingly different lunch
menu offers a variety of Quiches •
& Cropoc:, tho groat Lamproy

Club Sandwich, a Tacos & Chili
plate, the French Hamburger,
delicious salads and more. Join
us and relax after lunch in our
tav~rn.
164 main st. newmarket n.h.

WOMEN 'S SOCCER CLUB : Meeting, Tuesday, October
4, Merrimack Room , Memorial Union, 8 p.m . Anyone interested in playing or coaching is invited to attend.
ORIENTEERING CLUB : Meeting , Wednesday, October 5, Hanover Room , Memorial Union , 7-8 p.m .

CAMP-7
You can obtain this
color poster, already
a collector's item,
by mailing $2.50*
(plus 75¢ for postage
and handling) to:
Thought Factory

P.O. Box 5515
Sherman Oaks,
California 91413
*California residents
add 6% sales tax.
0

FA-

~~1r~2

A ROBERT CHARTOFF-IRWIN

·oowN.VESTS
A PRACTICAL,
INEX.PENSIVE
"COAT"
FOR SCHOOL
CAMP 7 ~sts. They retain warmth where you need it most, yet
allow for maximum flexibility of movement.
You'll hardly know you have this versatile garment on--and you
won't believe how warin it will keep-you when you need it. Gre_a t
for to and from school, around campus, football games, skiing,
youna~eit!
Functional design features include no sewn thru shoulder
seams, two-way hand warmer pockets, prime duck down insula·tion, tall collar and a long back. Dacron/Cotton outer shell for increased durability and water repellency.
Come in and see this.great "coat" today!

WINKLER Production A KEN RUSSELL Film

RUDOLF .NUREYEV "VALENTINO"
LESLIE CARON· MICHELLE PHILLIPS ,mdCAROLKANE
,\~~()( iJtt: -Produc-~r: HARRY
Dirt:c tt:d b\' KE

I

RENN . \X rittl'l1 h,· KEN RUSSELL :ind MARDIK MARTIN
1

RUSSELL· Produw.l h, IRWIN WINKLER :ind ROBERT CHARTOFF
,
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UmtedArt1sts

THIS WEEK AT A THEATRE NEAR YOU

durham. new hampshire

o3821t

tel. 868-5584

Wilderness camping, backpacking
and ski touring equipment
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Lessard sees budget-less year
Lessard
continued from page 2

"I don't think the Senate is controlled by -the Governor, but .
rather they are cut of the same
cloth. They are controlled by
their ideology. Therefore, when
the Governor says cut the budget,
the majority of senators can sympathize with him,'' said Lessard.
"About 130 members of the
House are at least as conservative as he and are willing to cut
the budget to a dangerous level.
They have been working on the
moderates for a couple of months
now,'' said Lessard.
Lessard said the budget will not
be passed because, "you're not
going to get anything through the
Senate unless those who sympathize with the reduced budget
get their way. Enough people in
the House are concerned with the
state services that they will not

Registrar

go along with a $400 million budget." ,
~piro said the Democrats will
not support a budget which does
not fund human services and
education at an adequate level.
Lessard said the only way to
meet the expenses of the $420 million budget would be to impose
new taxes such as a 2 per cent
luxury tax on cars, a 5 per cent income tax, and the raising of room
and meals tax:
"These things may be hard to
live with but they seriously have
to be considered to provide the
bare bone services this state
needs,'' said Lessard.
According to Governor Mel-drim Thomson's press secretary
Buddy Jenkins, the Governor's
goal is to have an operating
, budget in lhe state without
raising new taxes.
Jenkins said both House
Speaker George Roberts (R-Gil·manton Iron Works) and Senate

President Alf Jacobson (R-New
London) have confirmed the
Governor's wishes.
Spirou said the legislature's
main problem· in agreeing on a
budget proposal has stemmed
_from the ''feud between the
House Speaker and the Governor
and the lack of leadership on the
part of Jacobson."
, Both Roberts and Jacobson
1 were unavailable for comment.
, "The Republican leadership is
collapsing in the House as far as
· their commitment to the Gover: nor's wishes," said Spiro. "In
· the Senate, the Republican
leadership has already col:lapsed."
·
Spiro said the budget issue re' valves around the "political
\ saving of skin for the Republicans. They've been playing
. political
Russian
roulette.
t They're accomodating th~ir
' needs instead of those of the
dtizens of the state."

prof~ts
Late Fees
continued from page 2
students there are and how maY.Y
credits they're taking," said
Wolf.
"It's not designed to .make a
profit," he said, "but I guess
it probably does." ·
,
"We'd be happier if people
made the deadline and we didn't
collect any money,'' he said.
Thomas said there w~re 1,825
late drops and 500 late adds last
semester.
·
"We waived the fees on about
800," she said.
Thomas said late add and drop
fees are waived "when it's something out of the student's control."
Thomas said there were a total
of 30,000 adds and drops each
semester last year, "though- it's
a little less for semester II."

Your Fidelity Union Field Associate can
help plan your financial future with
ColJeg~Master. CoJlegeMaster is the nation's
leader in life insurance for college seniors.
Find out about .Collegel\-1aster.

Chinese & Polynesian Restaurant

·professk>nal,'. and . proven
quality. Choose fronfour library of
7,000 topics. Send -$1.00 for the
· current -edition of our 220 paQe
mail order catalog.

CARRY HOME PIPING HOT
CHINESE FOODS
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Introducing ... "TH;E _STING"
A delectable combination
of oil and vinegar, oregano, ham,
provolone cheese, salami, onions
lettuce. and tomato. $1. 95
All sandwiches served on fresh
bulkie roll with chips and pickle

Watch for our
Soon to be expanded

I

who has the lowest prices
§
on KODAK darkroom supplies and ·_
chemicals in the area.
§
At our photo counter there
§
is no need to bargain or
.
q~alify for a discount. All .
prices are plainly marke~
§
. -and our everyday prices
are Competitive with
other's "discounted" prices.
§

II

I

I

48 Third Street
Dover, N.H. _

Our research papers a.re sold for
research pur-poees only.

And More ...

j

ST.ABLES 7ij2-3377

11322 IDAHO AVE., No. ~ E
LOS ANGELES, CALIF. 900,5
(213} 477-8'474
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GREENACRES

Fast,·
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Try Us For Amazing Sandwiches

Durham
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ALSO
. group & individual lessons
.boarding
·
training
.facility rental
.indoor/outdoor arenas·

Scorpio's PuT .

11 Madbury Rd.

Call the fidelity Union CollegeMaster®
Field Associate in your area;
- .,., -

.$5.00 Monday-Sunday
By Reservation ·

Please rush my catalog.

· · A university owned non-profit -facility located on
campus to serve you
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Available at UNH BOOKSTORE, exclusivel_y
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A 17" x 22" photographic rendition
of UNH, in full color and taken from
the air. The picture shows a detailed
view of. our campus-looking north/
west from a point above the -Durham
Shopping Center. An · outstanding
'souvenir, conversation piece, refer- ·
ence piece _o r unique gift item- for --·
$2.00. ,

Judge for you_rself. ~.
shop around and then
come to us for the best buy.

·742_0040 .
9816

town & campus
photo department
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editorial----.
· ---Another black eye
I

Rep. Douglas•. Scamman (R-Stratham) realized
late last week that he made some miscalculations
while devising his proposal to cut $3.1 million
from the University system's budget request.
His miscalculations totalled $2.2 million. He
now says he will reconsider his proposal.
This mistake by Scamman is just another black
eye for the state legislature, which is incr✓a'singly
starting to look like a bunch of bumblers.
They can't get together on a 1 budget, they
can't keep prominent legislators in the state' where
they are needed, and now, they can' t even get
their figures straight.
Last week a reporter from this newspaper tipped
Scamman off that a $3 .1 million cut would raise
in-state tuition at the University by at least $200
next semester. Universitv officials also contacted
Scamman to inform him of his miscalculations.

Scamman has not said he will withdraw his proone Scamman made are inevitable .
. posals, but when his figures are off by more than
The Manchester Union Leader said in an editor$2 million, he appears to have no other choice.
ial yesterday that the Senate's budget proposal
Governor Thomson has returned from his Conwould increase appropriations to the University hy
servative . Caucus meeting and House Speaker
15.2 per cent. This represents a total of more than
George Roberts has returned from China. The full
$4.9 million.
House met last week and. decided to do nothing
If these figures represent tangible appropriabut send the budget negotiations back to the Comtions and not money meant only for debt service,
mittee of Conference, again.
they should be studied by all the legislators.
During the session, the H~use of RepresentaIf they are not tangible appropriations or are
tives met for 78 minutes. They remembered to pay
not sufficient, the legislators should remain at
themselves for the gas mileage _to and from Contheir seats until they can come up with a budget
cord, but in 78 minutes, there was little time for
that wili please the Senate, that will please the
anything else.
.
Governor, and above all that will provide adeWhy weren't representatives sitting in their
quate services for the people of the state.
seats until the budget hassle could be argued, disAnd · while the legislators thrash out this
cussed, thrashed out and eventually voted on? •
, . problem, . they should take the time to get the numTl1ty uo1t' t tdkt cht: cirnt: co gee all the info rmabers straight. We cannot aHord any more time.
tion needed, and they don't take the time to settle
And certainly cannot ?fford any $2 million
matters effectively. Therefore, mistakes like the
mistakes:

letters--Budget

John H. McLaugn11n
105 Connecticut Ave. Nashua

To the Editor:
For the last several months we
have seen a great press concerning
the State budget and tuition. We are
now heading toward the final hour
bf decision. The story is short ;
For every dollar the University
does not get from the state, there
is a dollar more in tuition, or a
dollar cut from a program or service. ·
The State Senate is a powerful
group. The weight of .\hese problems
is now on their shoulders'. They were
elected to represent the people. We
all are the people. It is up to us
to ca11 any of the following senators
and demand that our voices be heard.
Please call.
These are our State Senators :
Latiriee Lamontague
Fox :i09 Berlin

~~~-1188

883-7525
883-3386
Phyllis M . Keeney
Wason Rd. Hudson
882-2636
Mary L01se Hancock
33 Washington St. Concord
225-9721
WalterF. Healy
207 Sagamore St. Manchester
622-0368
668-4321
William E. Sanborn
Deerfield
436-7621
Paul E. Provost
1790 Brown Ave. Manchester
623-7555

752-2341
Andrew W. Poulsen
Monroe Rd. Littelton
.
444-7712
Stephen W. Smith
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536-1499
536-2150
Edith B. Gardner
R.F.D. 5Laconia
293-7822 ·
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Blood drive
To the Editor:
Dear Everyone!
As the doors closed on "Wildcat
Country", 993 of. you ha<! joined. the
Red Cross team to give 954 pints
of life aI our first blood drive of the
· Academic_year.
Even thougri the first days ran
slower than normal because of the
thugs" and pr~ssures which were
plaguing yo!,ll" body and soul, you car-

Ab()ut Letters
The New Hampshire accepts all responsible letters to the editor and prints them

as space allows, but cannot guarantee the inclusion of any letter.
All letters must be typed, double spaced and a maximum or 500 words in order
_ to be printed. All letters are subject to minor editing. Final decisions on letters are the editor's.
~1a!l letters to: The Editor, The New Hampshire, Room 151, Memorial Union
Bu1ldmg, UNH, Durham, N.H. 03824
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n1::u me Dall to g1 ve us a total withexammation of this evulence reveaJ:s
in the margin assigned to meet to the open-minded the truth so vehepatient needs; you donated 75 percent mently denied by David Morrisette.
of the weeks' supply necessary to
People should not throw rocks at
operate our Vermont-New Hampshire people with guns. In 1953, East GerRetl Cross Blood Program! !
man workers threw rocks at Soviet
C. T. Mazza, Administrator of . our tanks in defense of freedom. When the
program visited us on Thursday and Soviet tanks opened fire, we called
expressed appreciation for your
it murder. Now let's get this straight.
loyalty and dedication, and for your ·If the Soviets fire on unarmed· civilfans, it's murder. If American's do
giving our blood center a badly needed
relief after two weeks of critically poor
it, it's tragedy.
If that gymnasium is built, it'll
drainage. Since Labor Day, collections
be a grim testimony tQ,_ those who
have decreased naturally in our region
but the trend is showing throughout ; lost their freedom because they ceased
to love it and gave it away for thirty
the entire country.
However, UNH again maintained its · pieces of silver.
position of leadership as the final ·
James Bigelow
donations were totaled.
·
Babcock House
All of us in Durham Red Cross thank
you too; we thank-you regulars who
continue to help; we thank you many
newcomers who are now a part of
us; and we thank you many volunteers
who make the processing possible.
To the Editor:
As we were returning our theme's
I admit that my letter of September
varsity hero to his regular character
20 was heavy on emotion and light
he winked at me "Wildcat Country
on factual examples of the deceit
did it again! !"
and lies that have characterized the
Jarry Stearns
Unification Church. It is hard for
Your Durham Red Cross Blood Drive
me to remain calm about an organization which has taken two friends from
me, which served me an unnerving

aenying the love of friends and family '
who have disagreed with the beliefs
and lifestyles of the Church.
I neither discourage nor encourage
anyone to attend functions of the
Church or meet· with Church members. But I advise anyone who does
attempt to hear the Unification Church
to be careful. Amid the games of
Spirit Dodgeball and Messiah T~g,
the curious may be caught_ up m,
and thereby manipulated, by the
Church, and sent in a direction that,
in the least, is difficult and painful
to return from. At the worst, is an
irreversible decision.
Jeff Palmer
UNH '75

I

The back file-The following article appeared on page one of The New Hampshire on Sept. 20, 1951.
·

Frosh Regulations
'
·These regulations, drawn up and enforced by the ~ophomore
Sphinx,_ are exeected to be carried out b):: the Freshmen at least
until University Day, when the Freshmen will comoete ag::iin~t
ffie Sophomores in .s~veral athletic events. 1f the freshman win,
tney will be allowed to remove their "beanies" and their class
flag will fly on the Lewis Field flagpole during football games.
1. Freshmen ~~beanies.'...'.__ will be worn at all times with the
exception of Sundays.
2. Know all college songs and cheers and thus learn the true
spirit of UNH.
3. Attendance is required at all rallies.
4. It's a tradition
Freshmen to march to ,football games
behind the band.
'
5. It's the privilege·of Freshmen to ring T-Hall bell in celebra. tion ,o f Wildcat victories. .
6. "Prexy's Promenade" is "out of bounds" for all Freshmen.

To the Editor:
I cannot help but be skeptical
of exactly why the Unification Church
wants to use the MUB. Who can
be 100 per cent certain that they won't
start recruiting members among the
students? This letter is not intended
to influence the decision of anyone.
It is intended to show whv studentsespecially students- should be aware
of these individuals:
--Brainwashing. The Moonies, as
they are called, have been known to
"brainwash" their recruits. Beware!;
::ind ,erli:;im:ting :lftornoon of proooly
--fh::wdI e, dll ~tmlents, and everyone
tizing by members from whom I had
else, of anybody who solicits from you
hoped to learn about personal experiin any way and tell that person
ences with the Church. Because of , to shove off, however rudely, if you
this, I was denied further inform?tion
S\:.lspect he or she may belong to the
from opponents of the Church (with
Unification Church, especially if they
the intent of covering both sides) 1 tell you to keep quiet about your
after being falsely accused by law
involvement. If you tell your parents,
enforcement officials that I was a
they may be able to stop these people.
member of the Church.
Peter Arel
169.Uak Hill Ave.
During my afternoon at the Durham
Unification Center, I did learn that
Manchester, N.H.
CARP was an organization through
which the Unification Church operated
on college campuses. Bufles~Jhan two
months later, when CARP~
came" inctependant of, and unrelated
to , the Church. On'e lie of many.
I agree with Mr. Wheeler that only
people who "hear" the Church through
its members will be able to fully
understand the Church. It should also
be pointed out that only through discovering the enticing and idealistic
goals of the Church will people under, stand the potential danger of the
. Church, especially to the emotionally
weak and insecure individuals whom
I have seen drastically transformed
over the course of one weekend,
into puppets with little regard for
their individuality. I have seen them
suddenly obsessed with the Church,
denying all previous goals for the sole
purpose of proselytizing, and then

Moonies

Delusion
To The Editor:
David Morrissette's letter in the
September 30 issue of The New
tlampsliire 'is 'a mythological mas- ·
terpiece. Delusion and inaccuracy run
rampant throughout it. Truth anct
reality are labelled innufndo and halftruth. Today's apathy, so real to
everyone else, is denied. Anyone motivated by a love of freedom is
possessed of "lemming-like zeal".
Now what would George Washington
say if he heard a thing like that?
Whoever the artist was that painted
Mr. Morrissette's picture of the Kent
State murders, got his colors mixed
up. Everything in it is either an exag. geration or an outright inaccuracy.
It is contrary to evidence uncovered
by numerous investigative agencies,
one of which was the Federal Bureau
of Investigsation. Supporting these
agtncies are the testimonies of
thousands of eyewitnesses and
hundreds of photographs. Careful

for

Thg "pro.rnonadc" is the ~a.3t 3idc of , .Maiu Street Oetween

Garrison Avenue and Ballard Street, in front of the President's
house.
7. No awards and insignia, other than those of UNH, are to be
worn on campus.
8. All "beanies" are removed when pa~sing under T-Hall
arch.
•
h
9. Upperclassmen are customarHy g,:eeted with c!l_ ~ eery
"Hi" by all Freshmen.
10. The Freshmen Class will be responsible for constructing the
throne for the coronation at the Winter Carnival.

l******************************************I

i
*
*
i needs a photo editor ·? i
*
*
i Spply in room .151 MUB i
j

the new hampshire
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SCOPE
PRESENTS

/

Student Judiciary Board

S·

~Positions Open-

PIERCE ARROW

OCT 9th 8:00 PM

I

I

I

with special guests

I

-2stµdents needed for Central Board ·
-3 students needed for Appeals Board §
§

.

§

Pick up applications in Rm. 129 MUB
Mon.-Fri. 1-4
Applications are Due Oct. 7th

I
i

UNIVERSilY OF NEW HAMPSIDRE FIELD HOUSE
Tickets Available at MUB Ticket Office

3.50 students
5.00 non-students
and at the door
Afl Seats General Admission

For more information call Jem:rlfer at
Student Government Office -MUB 129
862-1494
862-2163
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NH ~women recreate nature
New Hampsh{re's Creative ;
Women in the Visual Arts is at
the New . England Center
through midc0ctober.
Bv Dana Jennings
New Hampshire is best known
for its White Mountains, lakes
region and dense forests. It's appropriate that the best works of
arts displayed at the New HampWomen in the
shire Creative
Visual Arts exhibil, at the New
England Center, reflect an in- ,
timate view of nature.
The 'fnost powerful work )n the
exhibit is the painting "Storm,"
by Sharon Stewart. "Storm"
creates a mythic picture of a
nature goddess rising frQm the
depths of the earth to orchestrate
a violent electrical storm.
Stewart's bold slashes of blue and
yellow breed raw, crackling
energy rivaled only by lighting
atop Mt. Washington.
·
The pastel gentleness of Mary
I

"Storm." The scene is a valley by Deborah Ami Abbott. It is windepicted in quiet oranges, · ter white and looks like it belongs
yellows and purples. It looks like I draped on the shoulder of a
Shangri-La in N~w Hampshire.
Russian Csarina who is enduring
Paint isn't the only medium on a cold New Hampshire winter.
display at the exhibit. Photo"T~e Phoney Baloney, Bargraphy, printmaking, sculpture hara Scarponi, Space Age, Mind
and weaving are also present.
Bending Vehicle" is not the name
""'B lue" by Olivia Henry is the of a new Kurt Vonnegut, Jr.
most evocative photograph in the novel. It is a ceramic sculpture
exhibit. At first glance, "Blue" by Jane Kaufman and easily the
appears to be a watercolor paint- most offbeat wor-k in the show_
ing. The tone and coloring are
''Phoney Baloney'' is a
that subtle. It's a boat ride on a ceramic UFO. It looks like a three
misty lake early in the morning. dimensional fusion of St.
The smoky blues and greys form Exupery's Little Prince, the
an ambience so real the viewer Miss Pickerel children's books
hears the lament of a loon iii the and Wolfe's Electric Kool-Aid
background.
Acid Test. It is one ·of the few
Nora Kubie's "Fern Jungle" is eye catching works that deviates
an excellent fusion of color and from the nature theme.
line. The print's dul(golds and
New Hampshire is best known
browns evoke autumn, while the for its natural assets, but the ardelineation of the ferns is so real- tists' work on display at the New
istic·you know a rabbit is about to England Center proves that New
burst, fur flying, through the Hampshire has more to offer

Taylor':, " Ot::tobe1" pn:,ville:; . foliage.

sharp contrast to the power of

than

moun'tain.:,,

lake.:,

and

"Winter's Cape" is a weaving forests.

Barbara S c o t t - - - - - - - - ~

When roCk turns
to mush
I used to think that Muzak was a plot conceived by some
central unintelligence to brainwash us with reconstituted
Beatles so that we couldn't buy shoes that fit nor feel the
dentist's drill.
Unsuccessfully, I tried to reason that with a shoe salesman
as he crammed my feet into size 2½ pointy-toed Keds. The
songs flpwing like cornstarch from his speakers were my
generation's songs. -Rock. Acid rock, watered down and
sweetened up for his Victorian tastebuds.
"Your music?! Your music sounds like an unwinding
alarm clock thrown at an alleycat." He jammed my foot farther into the sneaker.
·
"So what do you .call this?"1 gritted my teeth from the
pain.
_
"This7 This is good music. Bach. Beethoven. Good music
holds up a long tirrie." .
·
Ho'd boon brainv,,ashod liko the root. H~ wasn't oven able

to distinguish between Beatles·and Beethoven.
I asked my dentist why he listened to Muzak if th~ songs
were really just tenderized rock. I know that he understood me
because dentists can understand anything you say even if
you have got a mouthful of cotton and X-Ray film. But -he
ignored my question.
It has been a few years since then and the Beatles and the
rest of the "alarm clock" school of music have withstood
the test of time.
_,
When the sixties ended, music survived spasms of postpsychedelic nostalgia for the fifties-, then through twitches of
Golden Oldies from ,the early sixties, and is now convalescing •as an amalgam of the three types called Easy
Listening music.
Easy Listep.ing music, as dpposed to Muzak, is not reconstituted pop played on cellos, but is the original cuts
played by the original artists, or oldies redone by current
superstars.
What accounts for the tidal wave of Easy Listening
stations like WEZE and WEEI-FM in Boston and similar
stations in big cities across the United States?
My theory is that the Baby Boom is growing grey and is
becoming the dominant proportion of the population. Of
course they are fond of the music they were ,raised on, but
now their tastebuds have mellowed out, so to complete the
syllogism, they sustain themselves on Easy Listening music
because it gives them only the mellow selections from th~
music of their youth.
:roo much mellow is a "bum trip," to use a sixties phrase.
Just as too much Strauss makes me want to waltz off a cliff,
too much Easy Listening makes me congeal sensually. It all
sounds so sterile. I feel 1ike playrng punk rock, or even,
heaven forbid, listening to my alarm clock unwind.
Easy Listening music. hc:\s withstood the test of time, but
doeS'"t-hat make it good music? Or is it a plot to sell shoes by?

"~ire Tulip" by Sylvia Fullinwider is another example of breathing nature at the show.
(Jim Ka~lamanos photQ)
.
·

, Tuesday, Oct. 4
Journalist Shana Alexander
will kick off the Media
Images: Focus on Women
symposium with a lecture in
the Granite State Room of
the MUB at 8 P.M. Part of.
the Sidore Lecture Series.
The extravagant war movie A
Bridge Too Far will be at the
Franklin tonight only. 6:30
and 9:10 P.M.
The Marx Brothers film Coconuts will be in the MUB
Pub. 7 and 9 P.M.

'

Cult favorite Harold and
Maude is at 'the Franklin.
6:30 q.nd 8:30. Musical sc.ore
by Cat Stevens.

In one of the best in the series
Charlie Chan tangles with a
blackmailing mystic at the
San Francisco Exposition in
Charlie Chan at Treasure Island. Channel 5 at 1 :45
P.M. Insomniacs take notice.

Antonia: A Portrait of the
Woman is a film about the ·

Pub.
Steve McQueen and Dustin
Hoffman star in the thritler
Papillon on channel 7 at

BP.M.

The Enemy Below is a fine
war movie. _ An intense
battle of wits starring
Robert Mitchum and Curt
, The opera The ' Marriage of
i Figaro is on channel 11 at • Jurgens. Channel 38 at 9
P.M.
9 P.M. Listen, it beats the
hell out of Charlie's Angels.
The Royal Danish Ballet performs Stravinsky's Firebird
Rape Culture, a film, starts
~n channel 11 at 10 P.M. ·
at 10 A.M. in the Carroll-

George Carlin is scheduled as
guest host on the Tonight
Show. Channel 4 at 11:30 !
P.M. (did I have to tell you
the time?)

On channel 2 at 7:30 P.M. the
new play Dracula is discussed by actor Frank Langella Wednesday, Oct. 5
and director Dennis Rose
with theater critic Elliot Poe't Gre~ory Orr, author of
Gathering His Bones ToNorton.
gether and Burning the
Empty Nests, gives a poetry
On channel 11 at 9 P.M.
reading at 8 P. M. in the
political satirist Mark. Russel
Forum
Room of the library.
satirizes.
The first of four PBS specials by Russel for this season,

conductor Antonia Brico. A
moving film. B P.M. in the
Granite State Room of the
MUB.

The Lou Grant Show has
showed promise as an interesting drama revolving around a newspaper office.
Channel 7 at 10 P.M. Tune
in.

Belknap Room of the MUB.

Thursday, Oct. 6
Twyla Th~rp and Mikhail
Baryshnikov dance on Making
Television -Dance on channel
U at8P.M., Tuesday.
The show depicts how choreogra p_h er Tharp uses TV technology as a part of her art.

One on One is at the Franklin,
.6:30 and 8:30. Rocky takes
up basketball.·
The . Godfather.
Strafford ~oom of the MUB. 7 and 10
,P.M. 75 cents. A MUSO
Presentation. Be.there.
Andy Hamil continues the
folksy trend at the MUB

The Academy Award winning
documentary Harl~n County, USA is in the .Granite
State -Room of the MUB
fro_m 8-10 P.M. Part of the
Women in Media Sy~posium.

Support
the
arts
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hree good films by ·wom~n
·ee acclaimed films will be
n free this week during the
-day symposium titled
lia Images: Focus on Womn the Granite State Room of
\1emorial Union Building.
), the Memorial Union StuOrganization, is sponsoring
f the movies from its special
cts fund
ly Collins' and Jill Godmilsensitiv~ docurpentary,An: Portrait of a Woman,
e held on Wednesday, Octofrom 8:00 to 10:00 p.m. Coltudied piano under Antonia.
ilm focuses ·on how Antonnusical career was severely
ired because of her sex.
m-maker Margaret Lazarus
ecture and show her film,
? Culture, durjng the film
shop, on Thursday, October
m 10:00 a.m. until noon. The

We are looking

. workshop will be led by UNH ' buffs who will pos.5ibly discover a
Theater and Communications
few statements that they hadn't
professor, Tracey Bernstein
noticed before in some of their faWeiss.
vorite movies :
Lazarus will talk about filmOn Thursday, October 6, from
making, particularly how she
8:00 to 10:00 p.m., the Academy
created Rape Culture. The
Award winning documentary
movie features interviews with
Harlan Country, U.S.A . will be
women who have been raped and
shown. The film won the Oscar
interviews with rapists in prison
last spring. Film-maker Barbara
discussion groups.
KoppledepictslifeinaKentucky ~ • ,
Also, Rape Culture,shows excoal mining community. Kopple . .
·
·
cerpts from a number of movies,
was _sc~edule_d to _sp~ak at UNH S .
WOMENS
CENTER
including, A Clockwor~ Obut 1s m Africa f1lmmg another S
·
8
range, Straw Dogs, by director .documentary. If it is h.alf as fas- ~
is sponsoring
Sam Peckinpah who often depicts
cinating_ as Harlan County._ we 8
physical violence, and Pre tty
in for a real treat when she
FALL supp' ORT GROUPS
Maids All in a Row.
· are·
returns. For now, take the oppor-· 8
Lazarus will discuss why she
tunity to see Harlan County; it
chose such excerpts to be incorpis much in.demand. And don't forFor women and men
/"':w
·
orated in her highly politicized · g~t Antonia <;1nd Rape Culture · 8
sign u.p at our new office (
film. This is a recommended moto round out this week's movie
MUB 136
\
Rs
vie for those interested in the imbonanza.
.
.
c
. Varied, informal
~
pact of the media. Also for film
_
-Elizabeth Gnmm
discussion ~roitps -1
~

for a photo ·editor

Corne to rrn.151 MUB.1

I
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Breakfast
Special
•

Two Eggs any style

•Toast•

Tea or Coffee

•

'he Deep is ·too shallow
n1rid Orth

ie Deep, b~sed on Peter
.hley's latest novel, does not
:h up to its predecessor
; as a crowd chiller because
tction is less concentrated
the plot is more sophistil.
.
one could relate to the fear
.d by the gory escapades of
nley's shark because it had
sis, however remote, in
. Romanticism, however,
1erent in The Deep. The
scenery populated by goractors acting out a conplot, is far too Hollywood.
~ story revolves around a
g, unmarried couple (Nick
Jacqueline Bisset) who are
pleasure trip in Bermuda.
ging in diving through picque tropic waters·, they
.te from the plotted course
md up scouting an old shiple
at they discover inside the
hulk (priceless treasure)
a docile holiday into a
marish struggle with the
j syndicate beaded by the
ning but brutal Cloche
.s Gosset).
led by the resident shipk specialist Romar· Treece
ert Shaw), the evil forces
,ept temporarily in check
ng enough for the story to
·I.
hough set against a magmt fairy-land seascape, the
~r wonders whether the
(S and vicious moray eels or
yndicate will get the divers
1
,

rtainly Romar Treece's
)er philosophy, "If the Asian
:es don't get you, the cold eme of the sea will. And that's
ver's kiss," makes an eerie
ion to the vulnerability of the
rs ·on their descent into the
; graveyard.
:hough much of the movie
; place under the waves, the

actual dialogue, what there is of
it, doesn't parallel the brilliant
photography .
Robert Shaw (the captain in
Jaws ) is, as usual, marvelous in
his role as Romar Treece. Full of
seasoned wit and virility, he
paints a vibrant characterization
of a salty sea veteran .
Jaqueline Bisset, the heroine,
is an intelligent, beautiful actress. Unfortunately, her role in
The Deep limits her versatility.
She deserves better roles.
It is the choice of Nick Nolte as
hero that is th'e major flaw in the

movie. Looking like Charl<~s Atlas, he always manages to
eme,rge ,from every fiasco unscathed, actmg more brash than
ever. His egot1st1caJ manner rubs ,
the wrong· way and makes you ·
constantly wonder whether he is
acting at all. Probably not.
The Deep isn't a waste of
money. There are superior
movies being made, but if you
haven't ever visited Bermuda,
here at least is a : chance to sit
back and submerge yourself in
fantasies on a beautiful island
with its b~autiful people.

???LOOKING FOR A GAME OF BASKETBALL AFTER WORK'm ·

l)NH RECREATION DEPARTMENT
INVITES All GRAD STUDENTS, FACUl TY AND STAFF TO... ·
ORGANIZE A TEAM FOR THIS MONTH'S

* * * * * *'* ~EN'S BASKETBALL LEAGUE * * * * * * *

WEDNESDAY, OCT. 5th •·YOUR TEAM'S ROSTER IS Dl)E
(PICK UP AN OFFICIAL ROSTER, ROOM 151, FIELD HOUSE)

868-7363

Spec_ial Student ~ate
Shampoo
Cut and
-Blow-dry ·

87.00

Our hairstylists han~_just COII!Jllctcd a.n ad,·anccd course
the Continental School of Hair Design. Bring.ing
back with us all the newest hairstyles and hair care
techniques, we will provide you with the latest information on up-to-date hairstyling. Call now and make an
i appointment with one of our three stvlists.
.
Michele - Sandy ._ Ellc"n

I at

MONTHS OF OCTOBER, NOVEMBER

10-5 Monday Thru Saturday

IN FIELD _HOUSE GYM

MONDAY

THROUGH

THURSDAY

6:30 to 8 p. m.

· Thursday .e ve appointments
a4 Main Street

C:•~~::•:C:

COME OUT AND JOIN THE FUN

>,;~~:-::~

Durhat11

~ II

Oa824

aboYe Community Market

-
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Two arrested

Students spli( on -filin. ·

drug raic

Moon
continued from page 3

By Paul Keegan
· .
"I suppose they can show their
Two men were arrested and an . tigative unit, the Drug Enforcefilm, but if they coerce people inestimated $14-17,000 worth of ment . Administration, and the
John Hallagan, a senior to going they s_houldn't be allowed
·
morphine and opium was seized Dover police department.
majoring in Zoology, said, "The to,'' said Chris Mangini, a junior
Rowe said it was the largest
Sunday night at the Ramada Inn
Unification Chruch has proven from Sudbury, Mass.
confiscation ever in the Dover
on Silver Street in Dover, ac- area
detrimental to students and thE
Other students object to the
cording to Dover Police Captain
community in the past."
Robinson was charged with
Unification Chruch because of
James Rowe, Sr.
attempted sale, possession with
their
alleged
tactics.
Rowe
said
Sterling
B.
Robin-·
Some students think the Unifson, 29, of 25 Ocean St. in Rock- intent to sell, ahd transporting
ication Church film should be
"From what I've seen they
land, Maine and Orville Chad- with intent to sell of a controlled
shown, but they have reservations.
prey on friendless · freshmen.I
narcotic drug. He is being held in
borne, 27, of 365 Maine Street in lieu of $10,000 bail.
"I think they sho·uld be able to think they use people, they're not
Somersworth
were
arrested
at
show their film.'.' said David Pan- Christians. Or as they say in the
Chadborne was charged with
10:30 p_.m. Sunday night.
, coast a senior in Zoology, "but I Bible, beware the antichrists,''
conspiracy to sell a controlled
The
seizure
of
3400
tablets
of
hope no one goes.'·
said Bruce Pingree, music
narcotic drug. He was released
morphine sulfate and 50 tablets
Sophomore Ian Wilson, pres- director of WUNH.
of pharmaceutical opium cul- on $2,000 bail.
ident of the Memorial Union Stuj\ccording to Dover Police Pat"My sister is a member of minated a three-week invP.!.forn. dent Organization (MUSO) said,
tion by the state police's inves- rolman · Thomas
Inqelicate,
Guru
Mahara-Ji's
cult
and
they
"I'm not too concerned about a
film. But if they want to have con- hate the Moonies. Among the
cults, they are the cult all the·
stant MUB programming - the
organization should he scru- other cults hate," said John Zimmerman, a senior from Dover.
tinized.··
Lecture Series
grapher Jacques Cousteau, and
continued from page 4
How::lrci (;osPll ::lrP. othPr J)P,ople
the committee is considering for
should be aware of," he said.
Bill Bradley, a former New next semester. according to Mag'
York Knickerbockers basketball idson.
Bella
Abzug,
who
was
phyer-turned politi_cian, oceano-

Robinson was charged wi
class A felony, which carriE
seven to 15-year prison sent
. and/or up to a $2,000 (i11e.
Indelicate said no informc
was available on the penalt)
Chadborne's charges. Chadbi
will be arraigned at the · Di
District Court on October 14.
· Robinson entered no plea,
cording to Rowe. Rowe
Robinson will have a prob
cause hearing tomorrow at
·Dov~r District Court.
Rowe said there appeared 1
no involvement between
Ramada Inn and the two
·
charged.

Sidore lecture series opens tonight

scheduled to speak as part Q:
series,..sancelled plans to lee
at UNtt after an exhausting
York mayoral campaign, ~
idson said. "She signed the
tract in February to lecture h
and she also cancelled at 1
five other lectures, said ~
, . . . . .( > ~ C > ~ < ) ~ ( ) ~ ( ) ~ ). . .( ) ~ ( ) ~ ) ~ ( ) ~
~ .idson.
MEN'S ICE HOCKEY - MEN'S ICE HOCKEY MEN'$
The committee that sel
speakers is composed of tj
If you paid full price for a
UNH representatives and tl
from the Merrimack Valley
MEN'S*****
en... . . , new hardcover release
lege. Members are appointe
INTRAMURAL ICE HOCKEY
the president of each instituti
c=; c
hardcover bestseller
• . Ma_gldson :, Assistant Dire
...
of Programming and lnfo1
ROSTERS DUE --- OCT.10 AT 6 P..M .
· rn
hardcover gift book
zw
tion Ann Cochran, and a stu
, represent UNH.
~ TEAMS ENTERED MUST BE PRESENT ON ~
hardcover cook book or
UNH President Eugene J
->WEDNESDAY, OCT.12
0
has not yet appointed the stu
:.,< · c
hardcover juvenile book
representative. Muriel Km
his
secretary, said "Nothing
MERRIMACK ROOM, MUB AT 6 P .M. FOR
c been done with that yet."
INSTANT SCHEDULING
::E: The members from Merrin
Valley College are William
chairman of Liberal Studies,
,=· Our hardcover books (with the exception ·
Margaret Ford, assistant t
GAMES BEGIN --- OCTOBER 16TH
Dean. "Their student meni
tt1 c
of texts a1:d some special orders)'are
cf. unappointed also,'' said M
U)
idson,

advertise in the new hampshire!

~
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e

~
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*****
WOMEN'S. ***~*
INTRAMURAL BASKETBALL

~

~

ROSTERS'AREDUE

:
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you didn't buy it at the book loft
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I
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GAMESWILLBEGININNOVEMBER
tJ0.1EN's B-BALL
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THEBOOKLOFTUPSTAIRSAT
TOWN & CAMPUS
64
9661
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e-

I
I
I

MEN! - WOM~N!

JOBS ON SHIPS!
American. Foreign.

_
,

1

No experience required·
~xcellent pay. Worldwide tra
Summer job or care·e r.
Send $3.00 for information
SEAF AX Dept. G-5
Box 2049, Port Angeles,
Washington 98362

c,.-:C~ ~ - - - - - - - - - - •

-----classified-· a d s - ~ - - - for sale

f,_,r ~ale. !~,!. e:-.celle-nt -run
ning eondition. clean interior. radial tires .
br,J\\:n-newly painted. Must sell. CAROLE

iJ,i , - ~11,

~, ! ::

1-t'..J-~1 ➔0 I 0 / ➔

Unusual miniature ·{ntr1catewire sculptures
make shocking and unforgettable gifts. Also
Lovett Running X-C skis. boots. poles. Excellent condition. J<~nt1re ski package S!frOO
Call Art 7-+2-5789 after 910/ 11

RAQUET STRINGING and GRIPS : Tennis,
Raquetball, and Squash raquets. $2.00-$3.00
off on Tournament Nylond Forest Hills, Blue

~t;~,B~!!~fl~~~ ·2n~~~r63:~g/~mooth Grips

pre-paid class ad form
TO READ AS F O L L O W S : - - - - - - - - - - - -·- - - - - - - -

''12 KAW. 350 FOR SALE- FINE MACHINE
FOR SALE FOR GOOD PRICE. PRICE
NEGOTIABLE_
CALL HANK 1-942-7688
after2:00-LEAVE MESSAGE L0/4

1973 NORTON COMMANDO 750CC m
STER. DUNLOP TIRES, DUNSTALI

~~~Eo1WN~i~i~RiL/f§\;.~~M~
CLUDED. __~SKING $1,000. CALL 6~
Refrigerator for sale . Runs. $100 1965
WEEKDAYS AFTER 8 P.M. OR WE
FORD FAIRLANE XL 500 for sale: $150
ENDS.10/ 4
or B.O. Ran in July ; needs battery now.
FOR SALE: REFRIGERATOR 45 I
Call 664-9711 eves. 10/4
EXCELLENT CONDITION . ONE
l950"s and 60'!i. Gentleman-Farmer's suits. - OLD. BOUGHT NEW FOR $200.00
TAKE $150.00 or BEST OFFER.
jackets and slacks ;all in excellent, highMAGGIE AT 2-1593 or 868-978710/7
quality condition. To fit a 6'tall, approx.
180 lb. man. Call after 6, 742-6870 10/11
67 Yolks Van Rebuilt eng. 6000 ml. fo
bed AM-FM . Body Goocfto Fair $500
.-'OR SALE : 1972 Volkswagen. Runs like a
call R. Cox 868-5985 10/7
champ! $650. or best offer. Calr868-7395 after 5:00 p.m. 10/ 18
1972 Ford PintoSectan. Automatic tran
sion. · $695. Call 474-9293 after -6
<car locat~d in Durham> L0/ 4
For Sale: 1976 Dodge Van, 3/4 ton, Model
D200, Power brakes, power steering, autoHonda
550 '74 excellent cond. low .
matic, radio, 40,000 miles. Call 698-109210/14
age. Many extras including crash bars
ded
backrest
and luggage rack. Dun
Penton Mint 400 new 8/77 220 miles cost
81 's must be ridden $1200 or hP<:I
2000.00 will sell for 1800.00 plus 31h plastic
862-2382, 868-9730. Gearge in 634. 10/3
~~ae~~1l J~frz-l~~~s;g ei Fastest dirt bike

11

0
~B~o~g~JtN~XM-1s Tf;~, ~7fN1~~iB
<CARPET & PANELED), MUST SEE CALL
~~M430 after 5 p.m . $500 or BEST OFFE~

. PLEASE PR INT

MUST Bt-; PREPAID

FIRST INSERTION: $1.00 for 30 words or less~ $.60 fore~ 15 words extra.
EA6H CQNSE~t;·nvE INSF.RTJON: $.25

Maximim· number of runs: 6.

T..-tephone numbe1s and date-!t tou~t as pne word; hyphenated wotds oount as two.
· Mist.abs on our part merit one additional run~
Amt. encl :

TO_RUN

TIMES.

Make chttk$.p.ayabl~ to: The New Han,shire, Rm. 151. Mnnori'af Unioli.

FOR SALE: 1970 Chrysler Newport
in. Good Condition. 1970 GMC Schoo
Wayne body. Rebuilt Motor. 66 pass
Capacity. 1955 Ford . 45000 origin.al r
Excellent Condition. Call 862-1290 As
Mark or Rick.

1966 Olds 98 for sale. 4 door , excellent running condition, 4 new tires . $450.00 or best offer. Guaranteed to run on cold winter morns.
FOR SALE 1971 Toyota Corolla. Radial
30 M.P.G. Highway . Runs Great! 73 ,00
Call Sandy 742-2386 weekday eves. 10/14
1975 Kawasaki OHC 400 Excellent condition .
Ask_ing $500. Ask for Dan at 25 Young Dr
added sissy bar and luggage rack. $795 firm
FOR SALE : 1968 MUSTANG, Dark G
stop by ATO or call Tom Lauder at 862-1302
10/11 ~ - - . . ~ - ~ ~ ~ ~ c - . - ~ - 289, 3-SPEED. good shape. BEST OF
· For Sale ; Ladies 5 speed schwinn Suburban, 868-2981
excellent Ci:md. $100.00 or best offer. 742- - - - - - - - - ------,
0716 I0/7
1972 Vega GT. 15,000 miles on rebuilt ·1
For Sale : Olympia office model manual gine, new glass tires. Extras includ~
typewriter. Excellent condition. $50. Call driving lights, ski rack. $300. Call 659-53!
436-3887 after 4 p.m_ 10/ll
, 10/21
Very old. classical victrola records. Many
sets and in excellent condition . Call after

STEREO FOR SALE: Mliltisonic All
receiver, BSR 2260 Bx turntable, ano
Superscope 20 inch speakers. all three
H cu. Ft. Refrigerator for rent. · $25 per ponents for only $125. Call 868-7011 bef
semester.
Call Bruce at 868-7163. 10/ 4 AMorafter7PM

6. 742-!;870 I0/ 11
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iM train
Madbury
s
)Ued from page 1

grain was stolen.
ltovt said he "called B&M
:hey told me not to worry
: it. They said the looters
.n't get all the grain because
rain was divided into three

61 Washington S tree!
.

Portsmouth, N.H.
436-803 4

Oct. 4 - Charlie Jennison OAZZ)
Oct . 5 - Poetry Reading
We're healthy , hon1ey, and historic.
Com e by--thcr e's always a tasty s p ecial, a fresh dessert, and often there's
music.

)nS. "

,, by Saturday evening,
,vt said, " It was so crowded
there wasn't enough room
tll the people around the
pile of grain." Gintovt said
looters then opened the
1d and third compartments
~car.
M Freight -naim Officer
; Hauer said, "The two
ened compartments could
1ave been open~ d because
Seve n cars toppled tn Madbury on Sunday. (.t'red Carter
e mechanical devices that
photo)
keeping them closed."
ver, Durham , and State
e spokesmen said they are
nvolved in the case. B&M
:e -were unavailable for
nent.
was standing by the back
ow of my business when the
k happened," said Gintovt.
i engine passed and when it
o the middle of the train
the train separate.
bout three or four seconds
it happened, the first
started off the track in
~zag pattern. It twisted up
ails like pieces of wire." .
ntovt said the train's engin1ontacted B&M soon after the
h.
'hey sent heavy equipment
orked all night,'' he said. '
track has since been reed and is now in operation.
,yearly evening, there were
parked all . over my driveand lawn. I put up a no>assin~ sign, but they jus~
red it, 'Ginto':7t said. y lawn is a ruin," he said.
at the railroad men didn't
1e looters did."
ntovt said the railroad worktold him he will be reimd for damage to his prop-

Follow si~ns for Portsmouth business district. After passing the fourth
set of· lights turn left on to State
St.rcet. Continue throu~h two more
lights and then take your next right.
Two blocks and you're there!
Serving N igh tly 5 :30 - 9:00

PREPARE -N.OW

For -the Midsemester Crunch
Special Services offers free study skills instruction, exam
preparation skills, subject area
tutoring, and term paper
writing skills. Available to
eligible low-income students.
Contact-Special Services
Robinson House
14 Rosemary Lane

We usually repair or pay for
ages," said Stone.
teally, this looting is none
ny business,'' said Gintovt.
're supposed to have police
ection around here.''

862-1562

-----classified ads~
----nica Three b;ncycloperua . ;the Defim cyclopedia . Good condition $500. The
1 price was over $700.00 . 207-683-2885,
e Chris Kushner . Box 175. Harmony.
04942 . !"II Deliver . 10/ 4
: stereo c;omponents ? Try to deal with
he-in Durham with low prices and sysdemonstrate. Like us . Durham Aud469. Durham . 868-5631 6:30-8:00
/4

f

<'ORD PINTOSEDAN AUTOMATIC
JSMISSION $695 CALL 474-9293 AF6 P .M. (car located in Durham ) 10/7
SALE: -69 Plymouth Va liant . 6 cyl
latte . In good condition - $395. - Call
1810/ 4

e:

5 inch reel to reel tapes . Call 326
Hall, 2-1591 or 868-9779. 16/ 18

for rent
sts' Live in a spacious three bedroom
in Somersworth. Sunny, with baywlnliving room , large kitchen, dining
and two additional study rooms on the
] oor . Garage and cellar for storage.
o. pl~s utililies Call anyhme 749-3950

f

services
1

~h~~~ec~~(J;~~~~~1~~-. b~~~f1;{~f;cf~~
dictation. Call Diana at Universitv
rial Associates . 742-4858 10/ 1I
·

H INSTRUCTION --Heginning.ad.,lazz . Folk . Hock. Flat Pick. Finger' Styles . Modal Tunings . !<'lute Les \assical or lmprov1sat1onal Tone
iues . Heasonaole Hates . Call: 749-

J

(; !i!J c ents per page .
inc 2-1062 or !168-970:l.

PROFESSIONAL GUITAR STUDY with veteran lead guitarist. All levels.- all sty les.
Jazz , B_lues, Rock, Folk. Special goodies-. ~hde, v1br!ito, effects . Call Eric at 436-3643
tterv1.e w. Expert guitar repair, also.
1
·• wo· experienced rlant _science . students
looking for part fime Jobs. Will weed.
prune, r ake. plant , mow , etc. Ca ll Dana
742-3863 or Denis e 659-6375 after 5. 10.Ll!___

ii;

----· · wanted

Caren Hm .

WANTED : STUDENTS TO WORK PAltT
TIME AT HARBOUR SANDWICH SHOPPE
HOURS ARRANGED BETWEEN 7 :00 A.M.
4:00 P .M. BUSSING, COUNTER WORKhOR
GRfLL. 128 Pt;NHALLUW ST. POnT~
MUUT~ N .H. 436-4333 . PERSONAL lNTERVIt<.. W ONLY!LOCATED 3 BLOCKS
AWAY FROM KARIVAN STOP AT DEER
ST. 1017

- - - - - - -- -- - --

HELP WANTED : PART OR FULL TIME
{:_QCKTAILS WAITRESSES COLBY OL'
PLACE , ROCHES'.['ER 332-®60. . 10 / 18
Men and Women! Jobs on Ships! American
Foreign No experience required / Excellenl
pay. Worldwide travel. Summer job or career . Send $3.00 for information. SEAFAX,
Dept. G-5 , Box 2049, Port Angeles , Washington. 98162 lOz' 26

roommates
F em a le roommate needed immediately for
furni shed two bedroom apartment in Durham . 92 .50 per month. ff interested ca ll
Kathi 868-5024 afternoons . 10/11
Female roommate needed at 36 Young Dr .
~t??fsm & utilities. Call during the
6
4
,.-cma le r oommate neede d . $IOI / month util.
included . Kitchen facilit ies. shower, your
own room.,., a nd 2 other a_pa rtm e nl-mates .
25 Main, nd .9, Durham , Stop by and ask
lor Jane 10/ 11

~;~~f

LISH SHEEPDOG BREEDER IN GROOMING AND SHOWING . WEEKEND HOURS
FLEXIBLE. POSSIBLE FULL TIME SUMMER. MUST HAVE TRANSPORTATION
TO BARNSTEAD, N.H. (603_J 269-379110/ 4
Wanted -- Responsible female / male student
for occasionar overnight babysitting for 13
year old boy. Call 868-2190 evenings. 10/ 18
New York Citv Area Attentive. friendly
driving companion seeking ride to New
\orK cny Area or Nortnwest New Jersey,
anytime between October 20-24 . ~ill be happy to share· exl)E!nses and dnvmg. _C:all or
leave message for Bruce 2-1636 or 868-9715
Rm . 310. 10/ 18_ _ _ __ _ __ _ __

Work-study job<s) available . The Children's
Workshop needs preschool teacher assistant ( s l. Up to 5 mornings / wk . Contact Cathy
Wajda 868-2920 days, 659-3292 evenings . 10/7
Part time help wanted in Hardware Store
ExperLence pret'erred . 18 hrs a week . Johnson Hardware 903 Central Ave. Dover N.H.
10/7
WANTED: STUDENT<Sl WILLING TO
TEACH DISCO-TYPE DANCING TO
GROUP OF UNCOORDINATED PEOPLE
AT CH!USTENSEN . $YOU WlLL l::lt; HEWARDED$ CALL CONNIE AT 2-2137 or 8689834. 10/7

lost
- LOST-One long-haired black male cat with
white star on chest wearing red collar with
bells . -Lost in Newmarket area .. $30 reward
for recovery . Call early morning 659-2608
10/ 4
$25. REWARD : Black and White full-grown
female cat wearing a flea collar and blue collar with tag named Emerald . Lost in Floral/
Central area of Dover. Any information ,
. PLE~SE call 742-8547 . 10/7
Lost at Freshman Camp: Harmony Six

. ~\~hnf ti~~!~~~ ~~!f~;W1~fr~~r&~~ ~,~~
contains music and cape. If found or seen
p1ease call Laurie .1<·1sner aL .:-uJ:>, .:>tu11.i: ,H:1
10 /4
·
Lost : I silver St. Christopher's Medal with
Insignia on the back which reads "With Love
Paula" . Reward will be offered . Please contact Dick, Hubbard Hall, rm . 318, phone 8689897.1-1738
10/ 11
LOST- A brown, 50-sheet Jaw-ruled notebook
w/ a UNH symbol on cover . Last seen at the
copy center in T-Hall on Wed 9/ 28 ..lt"s a· Human Bio. notebook & I have an EXAM this
Thurs . Possible someone scooped it up by
mistake. Please contact Debby 659-2783
name, address & phone a re on cover of note11 / 4
book .

Tra cv GllS. Tha nks fo r Geo rg e th l' m onk ey .
tl1l' s il vl' r fis h. and most of a ll lor the
w!'e ke nd . You ·r e \·1• n · S\\'l'l't. \'O ll k 111m ·:
Yours . M . 101-l
·
·
_"J'h!' top l\n•11 f \ · id1•a s 0 11 tl11· a rt of g1• lt111g
,t logctlwr . p rt•senl !'d 111 Works hops. Leclun•s . or Tut orin g . \ 'a no11s lncal H111,; .
For info r mat ion \\Ti ll' l' ro jl"cl ~l 'EST .
Cc nt t•r for Sel{-Orga nizat inn and '.\lanagt' ml' nt. Box !I-! . Du rham . :\ .II. o:rn:2-1. to -l

·· La rry Hirs hik ..
at la st - recognition.
10 4

personals

ANIMAL LOVER TO ASSIST OLD ENG-

--- heT}i wanteo

en~~. ~ts~s·c~~~wi~fE?;~imJht{
1

Parties' Do them right with mus ic by D .J .
St eve Kolenda . He will be ba ck from Ma r th a ·s Vineyard Oct. I. For info now ca ll
Grier a t Tel. 868-7151 10/ 4

Paul Nicoloff . We ha_v e found yuur fartons
in our ofl1ce but without the folder with
your name on it. We'll hold them for you
1f you want to come and get them, or call.

1017

A -Fra ternity that initiates 32 brothers in its
first year at U N.H. must ·have ·a lot going
. for it. This is what Sigma Nu did this past
year . Find out why We're growing and how
you cah get involved. Open Rush M'eetings in
Mub 9/ 27 Senate Rm . 7:00-8: 30 pm and 10/ 4
Sena te Rm . 7:00-8:30 . 10/ 4
The re are openings for four students, one
faculty member and one staff member on
the Memorial Union Pub Programming
Committee . Interested persons may sign up
in the Student Activities Programming Office , Room 126, MUB, between the hours of
8: 00 and 4:30 p.m. 10/ 4

tA .D.C. 25 cents a bee r . Ra-ndall Pitt . Oct •.
10 -;-

7. 4-17 midnigh1. DJ & Dancing.

.. Lacrosse Scrimmage··
Oct . 8th & 9th
.
,\n vone int eres ted in playing .. Spnng La crosse .. s ign up for the scrimmage : Tale nt
wi ll be ev aluated . Contact : Coach Art Young
at the F ield House or Ma rk Richard:,; 1at fall
practi ce M-TR at 4:00 p.111 .1
10 ' 4
CUTIE , You ma de my s ummer so wonde rful
by s howing me the finer things in life'. I a m
sure there are more good times to c9me . You
& me YA KNOW' LO\'e \'OU much(\' : will
have ~nr helium time in ·the \·ear:,; ·ahead.
ACE
.
.
Ill 4
-

-

-

October 28th and 29th--The ~!ARD! GRAS IS
COMING . FEATURI'.\G A LOl' ISI:\'.\A
CUISINE . ALITHENTIC DIXIEL.\:\D JAZZ
AND THEATRICAL FESTI\'ITIES . SO.
JOIN THE HOTEL AD'.\11'.\ISTRATlO:\
PROGRAM AND ··EASE l)'.\ DOW:\ TO
Com,~ celebrate Queen Elizabeth II ;s Silver · BOURB.ON STREET .· · HA\'E WE CAl' GHT
Jubilee November 11&12 See ya th_ere IQ / 4
YO UR INTEREST \'Er
Ill 4

ASTROLOGICAL READINGS : Three page
individualized analysis of personality and
vour inner potentials as revealed in your
birth cl ·art. $5 Need exact date. time. and
placP r · birth. Call 868-2653. 10/ 4

The lop twenty ideas on the art of getting
it togelhes presented in Workshops . Lectures. or 1u!oring. Vanous locations. For
information write Project QUEST. Center
for Self Organization and Ma na gement .
Box 84. Durham . N .H .03824 10/4

GING EH - HAPPY BIRTHDA \' --THE
CAKE WAS GREAT'. \'Oll CA'.\ PICK l ' P
THE PA N_AT LOST & FOlll\D L\ THE '.\Il' B
HOPE FRIDA\' NIGHT WAS Fl' :\ .\'.\\'WA \'
10 1,
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•
comics

Sororities
liinit
•
•
1un1ors

by Bob Finegold

On Campus
HE'f, 0-1>. I WlhJ-r '(clJ 'To MEET
TIM't. HE MOVED IN1'0 'l'H'E

Rush
continued from page 4

1.AT£ :ToHN KNEE'S 1:,oot1.

by Debbie Blood

Our Better Side

())ell he,/-/o qir/5 ...

See -tAa-t qul/ 7 fie a,c-fs
l/1::e /2e -tnif)ks hes

~

-fhe createst ···

~ ~~
~

DOONESBURY

~

by Garry Trudeau

HA!<RJS, I OON'T SlfP- Of WRSE,
POSt YaJ 1Vf3. HYWJ
I HAVE,
ABOIJT 1HE Cl)Nfl!CllMJ 8.D.! 8/fT
j INTERPRETATIONS OF THAT's /N! THIS TREATY ?
TcNTIONAl!
\
I

. WOW .. THe

SEE, u/HAT THt TREATY-

lAN6UA6e
MUST BE
FlcX/BlE-

MAK&R5 HAD TO TAKE

/N70 CiJNSIDERATION WAS
7H/1T 71-leRE WAS NAT/ONAl
PR/De /tr ST/Jl(E ON B(JTH

S!DeS.'

AS HECK!

"'-

\

collegiate crosswo_rd
3

4

5

6

7

9

10

11

12

13
15
19
22

© Edward

Julius, 1977

Collegiate CW 7-1

Oct. 3 .THRU Oct 10
25 per·c ent off all RED KEN
Hair Care products

46
47
1 Moscow-Washington
50
connection (2 wds.) 51
8 Cut short, as a
. takeoff
52
13 Crane of fiction
53
14 Synagogue scroll
54
15 Old Robert Conrad
TV series (4 wds.) 58
19 Part of TWA
59
20 Iowa State U. site 60
21 Dixie 1abbr.)
61
22 March-command words
23 beer
25 Give a hoot
26 Sixth sense
27 Massage ·
2
28 Siouan Indians of
3
Nebraska
30 Pertaining to the
4
wind
5
34 Fit to be tied
· 6
35 Mozart's birthplace 7
( 21 wds.)
8
38 Styls of painting
9
(2 wds.)
10
39 Scrolls
71
40 Change the actors
12
42. Pretending shyness
•
43 " Kapi ta l"
16
ACROSS

Scrooge's words
Gathers in
Girl's name
" - on parle
francais"
Old Ireland
Darn
Relief from boredom
(3 wds.)
Approaches
Dunk
Common Skin swelling

17 Prefix: layer

18 of Galilee
23 Former British
singing star
24 " - in the
hand ... "
25 A la 27 Dole and McNamara
(abbr.)
29 Young girl
31 Pound and Benzon
32 Mature
33 Civil rights
organization
DOWN
35 FrlJit-derived acid
36 "Do I dare to .eat
' ' . - deck!"
- ? " - T.S. Eliot
Yellow shades
37 Japanese herbs
U.S. mountain range 41 Judge and jury ·
( 2 ·wds. )
44 Loa th
Grassy areas
45 Finn's friend
Wading bird
48 Uneven, as if
--pros
gnawed away
Actor Byrnes
49 WWI group
"Once upon 50 Descartes and
Ravel composition
LaCoste
Commands (abbr.)
52 Actor Richard deal
53 Ancient Gauls
Rommel's battle55 Once named
ground (3 wds.)
56 Kinsman
Joker
57 950, to Brutus
11
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The reason Pan Hellenic Cou:
cil rules have been ignored ar
the imbalance has accumulate,
according to Gail Ghdding, a C:
Omega Pan Hellenic Counc
Representative is because tl
Pan Hellenic Council did not ha,
an advisor from 1971-75.
By-laws, such as the 65 lim
and trying to maintain an equ
number of sophomores, junior
and seniors, were overlooke
Gladding said.
Croft said sororities, instead
of being selective about t
rushees' year of graduation (a
thereby maintaining the balan
necessary for- sorority longevity
. began taking girls randomly.
"lVIon:~ ~111vl1c1::,i;::,

Wd::>

placed

choosing a girl if the sisters likt
her a lot, instead of considerir
that the house may not ha
enough sophomores to make
for all the junior sisters bei1
chosen, after their graduation ti
following year,'' she said.
Sandy Bianco, wife of Direct
of Residential Life David Bianq
was the council's -advisor 1
year. This year's adviso
Christine Wilson, said Bianco d
little as advisor last year becau
of a job conflict.
Bianco was not available f
comment.
At meetings last spring and U
fall, Wilson stressed the imp<J
tance of maintaining a favorab
division of 65 girls in eacl
sorority, so sororities won't e1
up with too few girls.
Wilson said, "I'm very pleas
that the girls have been
operative with my suggestions.
Wilson's suggestions inclu
letting houses over the_ 65 lin
take. sophomores (traditional]
fall rush has been to regain hou
membership from seniors ™
graduated in the sprinjl
"because in the end, it will ev
out."
Wilson said, "Girls should b
·c1ass numbers up to 20." . L2
spring, according to Wilson, t
average
freshman
cla
(sophomores in the fall), w
four, instead of 20.
Sharon
Croft
sa
"Technically, houses such as
and Delta Zeta with over 65 gi
shouldn't have rush, but d
continuance of.rush is too dras
a change."
Since Phi Mu and Alpha Chi a
the two sororities with cc
siderably fewer than 65 sistE
this semester, the National R
Hellenic Council is allowing Alp
Chi four juniors, and Phi Mu ni1
according to Croft.
Though Chi Omega has
sisters, the Pan Hellenic Cou
won't allow them any juniors,
cause their total is near 65 a
they are weak in their sophomt
class, according to Croft.
Gladding said, "We're sad ti
we can't take juniors. Yet,
don't look at it as being a co
petitive aspect because memb
ship is different in each house.'
Gladding said, "It's good
juniors can at least get in 1
Mu and Alpha 'Chi. Hopefully
ter this year, we'll never have
exclude juniors."
Croft said the Greeks e
phasized that juniors shouldn't
discouraged that only two of
five houses are accepting th
Croft said, "If you want to b
Greek, you'll go lhrough then
process irregardless of availa
house openings.''
Junior Pamela Cary, a rus
disagrees that a junior will
content just to rush. "It was
lair for those who didn"t w
Aloha Chi or Phi Mu,'' she sai ·
Croft, Wilson, and Gladding
agree that the 65 limit along
rushing restrictions are neede<
ensure stability of soro
longetivity.
Croft said that other sorori
on New England campuses
financially hurting. "I don't w
what's happening to them to H
pen to us," she said .
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Women
lose two.

Defense no longer
a question f o_r Cats
At the beginning of the season, the Wtldcat foot- '
ball team's defense remained a question mark to many
people. Everyone knew how strong the offense would
be, but few had a real knowledge of where UNH
stood defensively. Now they know.
·
Portsmouth's Herb DeGraffe' s first quarter touchdown
for UConn last Saturday marked only the third time
in the last 12 quarters that the Cats have allowed
a score. On the season, the Cats have yielded only
five scores in 16 quarters.
That's solid defense.
- Many defenses {!1ight have wilted under the strange
offensive formations that UConn came up with -Saturday,
yet UNH held their ·ground. And when it looked like
an upset in thP m~king early in the first quarlc1, tltt::y
showed how tohold it.
For the rest of the game, the closest Connecticut would
come to the UNH end zone would be the 15 yard line.
That was midway_ through the second quarter. And with
the exception of a last second offensive drive, the Huskies
ventured into Wildcat territory only twice in the second
half.
"They ran a lot of different formations," said defensive
captam Dick Duffy, "but we were ready for it. We
had been studying films of their offense and we knew
what they would do."
"We worked real hard," said linebacker Terry Schrepfer,
who had an interception in the second half. "The oractices
. seem to get tougher every day, !Jut we'r~ getting together
now.
'
Yet head coach Bill - Bowes is still -a bit a'pprehensive.
"You can classify us as a good defensive ball club,"
he ~:1id, "but we stil1 have a few wrinkles. It takes
a wfi!i}~ to get used to each other but we're going
to get better. We must."
·
What is the reason for such a fine defensive showing
in the first four games? The answer comes from member
of the offensive squad, quarterback, Jeff Allen.
"We can't get frustrated," he said. "We rely on being
a patient team, waiting for a break. We take what
they give us. It's from being disdplined."
Discipline--that's one key word.·
Another word is poise. They bend but never break.
Give up some yards, · then take it. back. Give up a
reception, then make an interception.
On paper, the Wildcats don't seem that impressive,
giving up an average 282 total yards per game, . most
of it on the ground.
Yet on the field, where statistics mean nothinr.. UNH
has shown that it can become a brick wall.
A question mark? Not anymore.

a

~

AC'rorning to Miloi;: , tho lassos

The Wildcats continue to add to their collection of individual
player awards. Quarterback Jeff Allen was named co-offensive
player of the week in the Yankee Conference along with UMass
signakaller Mike Fallon.
Allen, who hit on 63 per cent of his passes Saturday for 202
yards, was also named to the weekly honor roll in the ECAC. .
Tailback Bill Burn~.am, who rushed for 114 yards on 21 carries,
was named to the weekly Yankee Conference All-Star team.

Tennis inatch cancelled

were the result of "defensive
failure. The offense was very
acceptable. The defense just had
a breakdown. Someone was out
of position all the time , and
everyone was out of position
some of the time."
-In the first- game against Williams, the Cats found themselves
down 1-7, but rattled off twelve
points to tie the score at 13.
They then proceeded to miss a
serve and give the game up.
Milos had praise for the Williams team . But, " In my opinion,
they played way over their
heads," she said. "They wouldn 't
allow the ball on their side of
the net. "

UNH defensive end Jeff Hegan greets UConn quarterback
Maron Clark with a warm embrace behind the line of
scrimmage during Saturday's football game. (Scott
Spalding photo)

Soccer: UConn 3-UNH I

jcat stats

CONNECTICUT (4-3-1) 12-3
NEW HAMPSHIRE ( 1-·1-1) o 1-1
Scoring: UC Joe Morrone (12: 53) ;
UC Tom Nevers 77: 20; NH
Peter Tuft (Dan Bean) 81: 30;
UC Bob Derrico (Joe Morrone).
Shots: UC 36 NH 6; Corners: UC 5
NH 5; Saves: UCO NH 11; Fouls:
UC 17 NH 18;

J

Football: UNH 42- UConn 7

Rushing
Connecticut

-New Hampshir_:e

Net
Att. Yards TD Long

Net
Att. Yards TD Long
Burnham
toleman
Pendry

21
1.1
3

114

47
18

21
63
DeGraffe
7
60
Clark
Belardinelli . 4 . 12

21
8
9

4
0
0

. 1
0
0

13
26
7

Passing

sport shorts
Allen wins award

By Tom Lynch
Coach Laurel Milos thought
that her young Wildcat volleyball·
of
squad's
impersonation
seasoned veterans couldn't last
forever, and she was right.
In a tri-match held last Saturday at Williams College, the Cats
dropped two games to Springfield, 15-3 and 15-7, and two to
the host club, 15-13 and 15-6,, 'Our inexperience finally produced the errors we had expected," said Milos, "but that
didn't show up in the matches
last week (which UNH won
easily). They didn't play like
sea~oned veterans, but rather
like the Jreshmen and sophomores that they are."

Passing Att.-Comp.-Int. Yds.
Clark
19-8-1
89
8-3-1
53
Chase
Umbergeri
1-1-0
22

Passing Att.-Comp.-Int. Yds. TD
Allen
24-15-0
202
1

TD
0
0
0

_ Pass receiving

-

Pass Receiving No. Yds. TD Long
4
77
o 30
Pope
Burnham
.:3_
24
0
13
Coleman
2 · 39
O
26

Pass Receiving No. Yds. TP Long
Przekop
3
46
O
16
Belardinelli
-2
10
O
7
Farbotko
2 · -19
O
12

Team stats
Connecticut New Hampshire

The UNH women's tennis team's match scheduled for today has
been cancelled because of a scheduling_ conflict.
The women will host UMass tomorrow at the Field HouseCourts.

Wildcats ·t ravel to Maine
I

S.occer

continued from page 16

an ensuing scramble, the ball
broke free and Tufts had the
whole left side of the net to shoot
t.
But the goal became only a
trivial tally for UNH . Minutes
later, Connecticut scored again

for the third and final time.
UNH hopes to end their skid
Friday when they travel to Maine
for a 3 o'clock game.
Young hones bv then the team
will have gotten ·some rest from
their hectic pace of last week.
" The defense was tired from
the Connecticut game," he said.
" I think three games in five days
is too hard to play."

First Downs ... . . . ....... .
Rushing .. . .. . ......... .
Passing ... : ........... . . - Penalty ................ .
Rushing Attempts ....... . .
Yards Rushing ......... .. .
Yards Lost Rushing ...... .
Net Yards Rushing ...... . .
Net Yards Passing ....... .
Passes Attempted ...... .
Passes Completed . . . . .. .
Had Intercepted . . .. .. . .
Total Offensive Plays . .. . .
Total Net Yards .. ........ .
Average Gain Per Play ..
Fumbles: Number-Lost. .
Penalties: Number-Yards
Interceptions :
Number-Yards . . ..... .

13

4
9

25
12

(j

10
3

38
145

240

50

9

6

136
164

236

28

24

12
2

15
. 0

66,
300
4.5
1-1

436
5.8
4-2

5-57

4-40

0-0 .

202

74

2-40

Score by quarters
Score by Quarters 1 2 3 4 Final
New Hampshire 7 7 14 14 42
Connecticut
7 O, O O 7
Conn: DeGraffe 1 run (Parent
kick)
NH: Burnham 6 run (Illman kick)
NH: Wharff 6 pass from Allen
(Ill man kick)
NH: Burnham 3run (Illman kick )
NH: Burnham 21 run ( Illman
kick)
NH: Burnham 8 run (lllman kick )
NH: Ingui 4 run (Williams kick )
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Wildcats ·have easy time
with Connecticut, 42- 7

By Paul Keegan
The understatement of the day
cam~ from lll'fH quarterback
Jeff All~n.
··we Just took what they gave
us ... he said.
That's like saying Alexander
The Great only took what ~e
could of half the world, Bonme
and Clyde helped themselves
to only as much as a bank vault ·
c_ould_ hold. and Rudolph_ Valentmo J_ust took a few girls out
occas10nally.
It _was either that or the ~on-·
nect1cut football team was m ~·
generous mood last Saturday af- ,
~-2rnoon, because Allen _and Co.
embarrassed the Huskies, 42-7
for UNH's fourth straight win of
the season w1~ho~t a l_oss..
.. 1 really d1?n t ~l\ink it would
be th 1s eas_y, said UNH head
. coach Dill

DOV\

es after the garne.

Neither did the UConn fans,
who numbered over 7.000 ~or
their first ,,.home ga~e. despite
the fact that the Huskies are now
0-4 and have been reasonaq_ly
close to their -opposition /in only
one of th~se g,ame~. ,
Thougn Saturdays contest
ended up a complete blo~-out,
UConn actually lead early m the
game, 7-0 _and UNJ:l held only
a 14-7 margin at halftime.
. "The_y cause~, us_ soqie trouble
m the first half, said Bowes.
'' ( Husky quarterback Maron)
Clark was very quick and
scrambled well. That bootleg
stuff hurt us ."
Clark, an 18-year-old freshmar,, kept the Wildcat defense
off balance early in the game
with his elusive', swivel-hipped
running and even caught a pass
for 22 yards.
But the UNH defense was
able to stop the variety of plays
used by the Huskies, , and .held
tnem scoreless rot the rest of
the game.
Meanwhile. Allen warmed up

·

the offense. He handed oft to ' Sophomore linebacker Greg
Bill Burnham for 114 yards and Donahue Jed the team in unfour touchdowns, Bill Coleman assisted tackles with nine (five
for 49 yards, and completed 63 assists). Terry Schrepfer and
per cent of his passes 05-24) Frank Mucci had interceptions
for 202 yards.
and safety Mark Etro fell on a
It was Allen's tosses that UConn fumble.
moved the offense. He threw
Wildcat Notes: Saturday's
more than he has all season, and game marked the first time since
a look at the scoreboard snowed 1950 that the UNH football team
how effective he was.
has won their first four games in
"They gave us ~he short stuff," a row. The 1950 squad went undesaid Allen. "We Just worked our feated . : . Quarterbac;k Stev~
way down the field. And, I Wholley did not dress for the
had excellent protection - like UConn game. He was red-shirted
I've had all year."
for the remainder of the year.
"Our two sophomore guards Bowes feels it would be better to
played great," said co-captain have Wholley rest the ankle he
tackle Grady Vigneau of Phil broke in last year's Central ConHamilton and Phil Estes. " Pass necticut game until it is comprotection 1s more. style ~nd pletely healed. Wholley will retechnique than blockmg straight turn next year, after Allen gradl!ahead."
ates ... Speaking of Allen, he
sent or split end Lee Pope had a broke three more records two
field day also, grabbing five weeks ago against West Chester..
passes for 91 yards including a He set UNH career marks in pass
couple of leaping catches. With 'attempts
(430), completions
his fifth catch, he broke the UNH (212) and -yardage (3,292) /. ..
all-time career reception record Burnham will break former Yale
of 53 which was held by Chip standout Dick Jauron's all-time
Breault.
New England rushing record
"They played me man-to-man, Saturday when he gels his next 22
and I love that kind of defense," yards. Jauron's mark was 2,947
sa,id Pope, with a smile, "And career yards. Burnham broke Cy
when Jeff has a good day, I have Wentworth's career point record
a good day."
of 190 Saturday. Burnham's four
'I)~ht end Bill Wharff and Paul TD's gave him_a total of 210 ...
Ingu1 had the other touchdowns. The senior tailback was named
Wharff caught an Allen toss from to the weekly Yankee Conference
six yards out and Ingui finished up All-Star team after Saturday's
the scoring with a four-yard performance.
touchdown run.
1

,

the

sports
- scene .

UNH quarterback Jeff Allen used his pin-poi~t passing to
lead the Wildcats to a 42-7 romp over Connecticut Saturday. Allen was named Yankee Conference offensive
co-player of the week. ( Scott Spalding photo) ·

UNH hooters fall
to Keene St., 5-1
By Lee Hunsaker

game. We just weren't psyc}i_oThe Wildcats were victims of a logically prepared enough.''
psyched up Keene State soccer
Tuttle echoed the same thought.
team yesterday, dropping their "I don't think we were thinking
second game in three days by a about the game. We weren't up
, score of 5-1.
for it.
.
'''They (KeenE;) were really
During the weekend, UNH
dropped a 3-1 decisi_on to national- · psyched and they just outhustled
ly ranked Connecticut. The two us to the ball.''
Before the Connecticut encounlosses bring. the Cats' record to
2-3-0 overall, and 1-1-0 in the Yan- ter Tuttle's average was a neat
kee Conference.
1.00. After yesterday's blitz by
Keene capitalized on UNH's de- Keene, it had ballooned to 2.2.
At Connecticut, the rolls were
fensive errors throughout the
first half, scoring a total of four reversed as the Huskies were regoals, three within the first 18 covering from a hard fought 3-2
loss to defendipg NCAA chamminutes.
UNH's lone goal came from pions San Francis~o.
"We were a little tired from
forward Scott Davis early in the
Thursday's @me (San· Francissecond half.
·
co)," said Huskie forward Joe
Morrone who scored the first
UConn goal. "We weren't really
.
high for them (UNH) but still, we
wanted to win."
We ldidn't overpower anyone,"
said Huskie coach Joe Morrone;
Sr., "but we had control of the
For the Owls it was a sweet
That meant we could control
win, avenging last year's 1-0 up- ,_ball.
the tempo of the game."
set by UNij.
UConn's ball control was the
"We just creamed them in the reason why UNH couldn't capiUN!-f goalie Gordon Tuttle dives to block a shot by Keene St ..;s_ forward Doug Choron
first half," said Head coach Ron talize more than once. When they
durmg second half play m yesterday's 5-1 romp by the Owls. (Lee Hunsaker photo)
Butcher. "I was surprised th.ey had the ball, the Cats moved it
gave us the sidelines to work well and set up many strong ofwith. That's how we got our first fensive attacks. But the chances
two goals."
were few.
Keene's first two goals came
"They played ' the best game
By Fred c"arter
6-3,
6-2.
Weber,
from
sophomore
forward
Doug
Hichards and Morrell and
this year," commented Young aChoron who had a hat trick on the bout UNH. "They played aggresThe rest of the singles matches
The weather- finally gave the Lynch and Terge won their
matches, creating more gloom went just as smooth with Fred day. Both goals were scored in sively on offense and the defense
PNH tennis team a breaK, which
Baily and Peter Terge both
the same manner.
is more then they gave Con- for Connecticut. "
cut off Connecticut quickly on
On each score, the play or- several occasions but .. :' ·
necticut as Aarts and company
"We looked strong in prac- rolling over their opponents.
iginated from the wing position.
shut out the Huskies 9-0 in a tice," Weber said. "But practice
Sam Richards ana Bill Morrell
Sophomore Peter Tufts tallied
A forward took the ball deep into the only score for the Wildcats
match last Friday.
and the actual match are two had a little trouble but pulled
the
Cats'--zone
and
then
centered
UNH, which had previously different things, which is why out 7-5, 2-6, 6-4 and 6-3, 5-7, 7-5
midway through the second half
it to the waiting Owl forwards, with Connecticut leading 2-0.
been rained out in its first three I'm glad we got this chance to respectively.
who seemed to camp out in from
matches this seqson, finall); got play.
Connecticut didn't fare much
Wildcat Dan Bean attempted to
of UNH goalie Gordon Tuttle all head a cross pass into the net
its first start against Connecticut.
better in doubles. Aarts and
day.
Jeff Aarts and Mark Weber,
"Connecticut, although not a Weber who are awesome in
but the shot was blocked -and on
"Gordy was shell shocked,"
playing one and two seeds re- strong team, was a good one single;, form a backboard in
said UNH coach Art Young. "He
spectively, both had an e_asy time . to start with for our first match," doubles when put together as a
saw a lot of shots ·in the UConn , Soccer, page 15
with Aarts winning, 6-1, 6-4 and he said.
team.

'We creamed
them' - Butcher -

Netmen finally play; breeze, 9-0

